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INTRODUCTION 
This is the first of a series of papers about the cohomology of solvable 
groups. The approach is to compute cohomology from a suitable free 
resolution, small enough so that the requisite calculations can actually be 
carried out. The resolution we shall construct will in general not be the 
most economical one in the sense that there may be a resolution with fewer 
generators; our resolution will be constructed with reference to some addi- 
tional structure of the group such as, e.g., the lower central series or an 
appropriate normal series, and this structure will be reflected in some addi- 
tional structure of the resolution; in a sense the resolution will be the most 
economical one with respect to this additional structure. Notice that we 
refer to a “small, ” “frost economical,” etc., resolution rather than a mini- 
mal one, since our concept of a small resolution is in general different from 
that of a minimal one. 
In the present paper we give the construction of our free resolution for 
a group of the kind mentioned in the title. Before we explain it, we recall 
that for a finitely generated abelian group G, there is already a well-known 
small free resolution M(G) of the integers Z over the integral group ring 
ZG in the literature (cf. Eilenberg [ll], Eilenberg and Mac Lane C12.111, 
Cartan and Eilenberg [7], Tate [42], and the cohomology of a finitely 
generated abelian group is of course well understood (Cartan [S, 61, Eilen- 
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berg and Mac Lane [ 12.111, Eckmann [lo], Hamsher [ZO], Decker [9], 
Chapman [S]). This resolution has the additional structure of an augmen- 
ted differential graded commutative algebra so that the ring structure 
induces the Pontrjagin ring structure in homology, i.e., it is a small model 
for the unreduced bar construction of ZG, equipped with the shuffle multi- 
plication. The resolution has been extended to the case of arbitrary, not 
necessarily finitely generated, abelian groups in Moore [36]. Since abelian 
groups which are not finitely generated will play an essential role in our 
approach to the cohomology of nilpotent and solvable groups, in the pre- 
sent paper we shall at first elaborate on Moore’s construction. In par- 
ticular, in (3.3) below we prove a Comparison Theorem which seems to be 
new. We believe that this is useful and interesting in its own right. For 
example, the construction of the resolution may be applied to a Priifer 
group Z(p”) for a prime p; the latter is the union Z(p”) = iJ,, I Z/pi of 
the obvious ascending sequence Z/p c Z/p’ c I.. c Z/p’ c ~. . ~ Its integral 
cohomology ring turns out to be a polynomial algebra Ztpj[c] in a single 
generator c of degree 2 over the p-adic integers Z,,;; moreover, on 
cohomology the obvious homomorphism from Z( pz ) into the circle group 
S’ induces the p-adic completion map 
H*(BSi, Zj=Z[c] -+Zcp,[c] =H*(BZ(p”), Z)=H*(Z(p), Z), 
where the notation c is abused somewhat. We do not give the details in the 
present paper, since we do not know whether such a result is especially 
interesting, and since there are other ways to obtain it. However, it seems 
worthwhile explaining the significance of this example for our purposes: 
Consider, e.g., a central extension 
of p-groups; it determines a group G, which fits into a commutative 
diagram 
e: 0 - ZIP” - G-Q-1 
11 1 Ld 
e,:O- Z(P”“) ---+G,- b-1 
of group extensions, where 1 is the obvious injection. Now the structure of 
H*(Z(p”), Z) is somewhat simpler than that of H*(Z/pk, Zj, and the com- 
putation of the cohomology of G,X is simpler than that of G; we intend to 
examine groups of the kind G elsewhere by means of the corresponding 
groups G, . Another reason for dealing extensively with arbitrary abelian 
groups is that we eventually wish to apply our methods to nilpotent groups 
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which are not necessarily finitely generated, e.g., unipotent groups over 
infinite fields; moreover, we intend to examine solvable groups elsewhere 
[24], and the associated graded (abelian) group of a finitely presented 
solvable group need not be finitely generated. 
We now describe our construction of a free resolution for a nilpotent 
group of class 2: Consider a central group extension 
e:O+N+G+Q-,l, 
where N and Q are abelian, not necessarily finitely generated, and let M(N) 
and M(Q) be algebra models for the unreduced bar constructions of ZN 
and ZQ of the kind explained above. Then the tensor product structure 
turns M(N) OzN ZG into an augmented differential graded commutative 
algebra. Now the group G may be described as Q x N together with a “per- 
turbation” of the direct product group structure; this perturbation is of 
course completely determined by a 2-cocycle for the group extension. We 
shall construct a free resolution for G by accordingly perturbing the tensor 
product structure in M(Q) @ M(N) so that an acyclic construction M(G) 
in the sense of Cartain [S, 61 for the algebra M(N) OZN ZG with base 
M(Q) = M(Q) Ozc Z results. The chain complex that underlies M(G) is 
then a free resolution of Z in the category of right ZG-modules. The 
geometric analogue is the fact that the total space EG of the classifying 
bundIe for G may be written as the total space of a fibre bundle with base 
BQ and libre EN x N G. 
The perturbed object M(G) for G looks like 
M(G) = (M++(Q)@ (MW)O,, ZG), 4; 
here MS(Q) denotes the graded module that underlies &?I( Q), and the 
differential d may be written 
d=d”+d, 
where, with reference to the differential dN on M(N), do = Id @ d,@ IdZc, 
and where d is an operator, not necessarily a differential, which lowers the 
filtration of M(G) by M#(Q)-degree. Under such circumstances it has 
become customary to refer to the operator 8 as a perturbation of do. It may 
be written 
a=d’+d2+ .--, 
where d i lowers filtration by i. In general the series will be infinite, but if 
applied to an element in a specific dimension, only finitely many terms will 
be non-zero. More formally, one might say that the filtration entails a 
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notion of convergence, and hence one can refer to a perturbation, just as 
for an operator in Hilbert space. 
In the above perturbation 8, the term d i is a lifting of the differential on 
M(Q), i.e., the obvious projection map 
~1: M(G) + M(Q) = (M#(Q,@ZQ, 4 
satisfies 
ad’=drx, ctd’=O, i# 1, 
the term d” is essentially a 2-cocycle for the group extension, and the 
higher terms d ‘, i > 2, are in general non-zero. They are in fact related with 
appropriate AZ-structures in the sense of Stasheff [41] and with higher 
Massey products (May [32, 331). We shall explain this in subsequent 
papers. Suffice it to say for the moment that the non-triviality of the higher 
terms d ‘, i > 2, reflects the structure of the group G as an extension of K 
by K; in particular, if G were abelian, these higher terms could be taken to 
be zero. 
The existence of such a perturbation is perhaps not new and may be 
deduced from what is said in Wall [43] and Andre Cl]. What is new in 
our paper is the explicit construction of it. We wish to emphasize that in 
the second paper [23] we actually use these explicit constructions to do 
calculations, and we see no way to avoid our explicit constructions. A basic 
concept which greatly simplifies the construction of the perturbation in the 
case at hand is that of a twisting cochain. We shall use it to give an explicit 
formula for the constituent d”, provided the lower terms d ‘, d’,..., d”- ’ 
have already been constructed. It is also worthwhile pointing out that our 
concept of perturbation is related with that of a deformation in the sense 
of Gerstenhaber [ 151; this has actually been exploited in Schlessinger and 
Stasheff [40]. 
We now explain briefly the contents of the paper. In Section 1 we 
recollect some notions from differential homological algebra. In Section 2 
we give the requisite perturbation theory; this is the constructive heart of 
the paper and its successors, and it will enable us to carry out the construc- 
tions needed later. In Section 3 we construct a small algebra model M(G) 
of the unreduced bar construction for the group ring ZG of an arbitrary 
abelian group G. Furthermore, for any homomorphism G -+ G’ of abelian 
groups we construct a comparison map M(G) -+ M(G’) which is a 
morphism of augmented differential graded algebras, see the Comparison 
Theorem 3.3.1 for details; this is useful, for example, for the computation 
of the ring structure in cohomology. We mention that in the finitely 
generated case the existence of such a morphism seems to be folklore; cf. 
Avramov and Halperin [2]. In Section 4 we give the general construction 
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of a free resolution for a nilpotent group of class 2, and we examine the 
naturality of the construction. In particular, we offer an explicit construc- 
tion of a diagonal map for the resolution. 
In the second paper [23] we shall use our free resolution to compute the 
cohomology rings of a number of nilpotent groups of class 2 for various 
coefficient rings, including the integers. Our first example is a certain 
finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group of class 2, see Section 7 of 
[23]; we give it for illustration only. From our point of view, the case 
when there is torsion present is more interesting, because it quickly leads 
to interesting new and perhaps even unexpected phenomena. In Section 7 
of [23] we shall examine the group 
viewed as a central extension of ZjI by Z x Z in the obvious way; actually, 
this is our simplest example with torsion. As a graded commutative 
algebra, its integral cohomology ring H*(G, Z) is generated by classes o1 
and o2 of degree 1 and a class c of degree 2, subject to the relations 
where i= 1,2; further, the classes oi and CIJ? are inflations of the obvious 
generators of the first cohomology group of the quotient group Q = Z x Z, 
and the class c restricts to the generator of the second cohomology group 
of the kernel N= Z/Z. It is worthwhile pointing out that in the examples 
that have been mentioned so far the quotient group Q in the corresponding 
central extension is finitely generated free abelian, and that in this case for 
degree reasons only finitely many terms d’ of the perturbation are non- 
zero. When the quotient group Q is finitely generated and has torsion, it 
will in general not be true that only finitely many terms d’ of the perturba- 
tion are non-zero; of course, if one wants to compute a specific cohomol- 
ogy group, again for degree reasons only finitely many terms d’ will come 
into play, and our construction, viewed as an algorithm, will eventually 
stop. The simplest example where all terms d’ of the perturbation are non- 
zero is the group 
G = G(m, 0,l) = (x,, -‘cz, y; [TX27 x,1 =y, Lx,, ul = 1, 
[X,) J’] = 1, xl; = 1, JJ = 1 ), 
viewed as a central extension of Z/I by (Z/F~) x Z in the obvious way; here 
1 and m are numbers so that 1 divides m. Using our approach, in (8.3) of 
[23] we construct a free resolution for this group. Although in this resolu- 
tion all terms d’ of the perturbation are non-zero, exploiting our construc- 
tions we are actually able to exhibit them all. In (8.4)-(8.7) of [23] we then 
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use this resolution to compute the integral cohomology ring of G(m, 0, E) 
for the special case where I may be written 1 =p1p2.. .pv so that pl, . ..) p,, 
are pairwise distinct prime numbers which do not divide rtz/l. This example 
is the simplest one of a non-abelian central extension of an abelian group 
by an abelian group which are both not free. 
A different approach to this example would be to write G as a semidirect 
product G = (z/Ix Z/m)xZ. In the standard way, this implies that for any 
G-module itf, H*(G, M) fits into a short exact sequence 
0 -+ H’(Z, H*-‘(Z/lx Z/m, M)) + H*(G, Mj 
+ H’(Z, H*(Z/Zx Z/m, M)) -+ 0, 
but in general this determines H*(G, A4) only up to an extension. As far as 
the present example is concerned, it is precisely at this stage that our 
approach pays off: It enables us to solve the extension problem, and we 
shall show that it is in fact non-trivial in general. We shall indicate in (8.7) 
of [23] that our construction, applied to the present example 
G = G(m, 0, I), in fact reduces the calculation of H*(G, Z) to that of 
H’(Z, H*(Z/Zx Z/m, Z)) and H’(Z, H*+‘(Z/lx Z/m, Z)); the reason why 
we were so far unable to compute the integral cohomology ring of the 
group G for arbitrary I is precisely that we haven’t been able yet to com- 
pute the invariants H’(Z, H*(Z/Ix Z/m, Z)) for arbitrary 1. Also it is 
worthwhile emphasizing that the significance of this example is that we 
have a general construction which, if applied to this example, yields a small 
free resolution for it and hence its homology and cohomology with 
arbitrary coefficients. 
In a similar vein, in (8.10) of [23] we apply our approach to a finite 
group of the kind 
viewed as a central extension of Z/Z by (Z/m,) x (Z/mz) in the obvious 
way; here I is assumed to divide m, and m,. Although we have an explicit 
small free resolution for such groups, we were so far unable to compute the 
differential in a closed form, and we only offer a number of sample calcula- 
tions of various homology and cohomology groups. More calculations can 
presumably be carried out by means of a computer, and our approach 
requires further research here. In particular, it is likely that by means of 
some formal manipulations device a closed form of the differential can be 
obtained; further, it might be worthwhile computing first the cohomology 
of the corresponding group G,, explained above. We shall come back to all 
this elsewhere. 
481:126:2-7 
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In subsequent papers [24,27] we shall extend the methods to be pre- 
sented here to deal with nilpotent groups of higher class, in fact with 
solvable groups. The method is to proceed by induction on the length of 
an appropriate normal series. A nilpotent group G of a certain class may 
be written as a central extension 
where Q is of lower class than G. We may then proceed in formally the 
same way as we did before for nilpotent groups of class 2, except that Q 
is no longer abelian; however, it is of lower class than G, and at the stage 
where a resolution for G is to be constructed, it may be assumed that the 
construction for Q has already been carried out. In the case of proper solv- 
able groups an additional problem arises from the fact that we can no 
longer deal with central group extensions, and an approach of the above 
kind is of no avail. In [26] we shall give a different perturbation theory 
construction which may be applied to an arbitrary group extension; to 
elucidate the formal nature of the construction we actually spell it out for 
the more general change of rings situation. Using this construction we have 
so far been able to show that the integral cohomology of the group U,(Z) 
of upper triangular matrices in G&(Z) with l’s on the diagonal is 
isomorphic to that of an appropriate associated Lie algebra; this had 
previously been known only away from the prime 2. 
Finally, we mention that in the case of a finitely generated torsion free 
nilpotent group our free resolution may well be of geometric significance; 
for example, one might be interested in the structure of the homogeneous 
space U,JR)/U,(Z), where U,(-) refers to the upper triangular matrices in 
GL,(-) with l’s on the diagonal, and our free resolution can presumably be 
used to exhibit a cell or handle decomposition of this space. This might be 
interesting even rationally. However, details have not been worked out yet. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Our references for notations are Milnor and Moore [34], Husemoller, 
Moore, and Stasheff [28], Munkholm [38], and Huebschmann [21]. For 
convenience we collect some of the basic notions. 
1.1. Notations and Definitions 
Let R be a commutative ring with 1, taken henceforth as ground ring 
and fixed throughout. Homology and cohomology will be taken with coef- 
ficients in R unless other coefficients are mentioned explicitly. Graded 
modules are graded by the integers; in most cases they will in fact be 
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graded by the non-negative or non-positive integers. A differential graded 
R-modzde is just a chain complex over R. The chain complexes M con- 
sidered here will frequently be equipped with an azrgmentation and a 
coaugmention map E: M + R and q: R 4 M, respectively, so that .sll is the 
identity map of R; morphisms are then required to preserve this structure. 
Tensor products over R will be denoted by 0. The symbol of any object 
also stands for the identity map on that object. The degree of a 
(homogeneous) element x of a graded module will be denoted by IX/. 
The tensor product is extended to differential graded modules as usual 
with the standard sign convention. If M and N are differential graded 
objects, we write 
T:MQN-+N@M, T(.~o~)=(-l)‘“““‘4’0~ 
for the interchange map as usual, where x and 1’ are homogeneous elements 
of M and N, respectively. Given two chain complexes M and N, the 
differential D on the Hom-complex is defined in the usual way, i.e., 
Df= df + ( - 1 )lf’ + i fd, 
where f: M + N is homogeneous; this turns Hom(M, N) into a differential 
Z-graded module. 
A non-negatively graded module M is usually called connected provided 
M,, 2 R and simply connected provided it is connected and M, is zero. We 
shall use without further explanation the concepts of a differential graded 
algebra and a differential graded coalgebra, and that of a carnodule over a 
coalgebra. The structure maps of an algebra A and a coalgebra C will be 
denoted by 
p:AQA-+A, q: R-+A, A: C+C@C, E: C-t R, 
respectively, and p and A will also be used for the structure maps of a 
module and a comodule, respectively. The differential graded algebras and 
coalgebras considered here will usually be augmented and coaugmented, 
respectively, in such a way that the augmentation and coaugmentation 
maps preserve the structure. 
Given a differential graded algebra A and differential graded right A- 
modules K and L, we have the differential Z-graded module Hom,(L, K) 
which is the subcomplex of Hom(L, K) consisting of the A-equivariant 
morphisms. We shall denote by hom,(L, K) the subcomplex of 
Hom,(L, K) which has no non-zero elements in negative degrees and 
which in degree zero consists of the A-equivariant chain maps from L into 
K. When L is coaugmented and K is augmented, then the rule C+J F-+ ECPY/ 
yields augmentation maps for Hom,4(L, K) and hom.,(L, K). Similarly, 
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when L is augmented and K is coaugmented the rule 1~1 +s yields 
coaugmentation maps for Hom,(L, K) and hom,(L, K). Occasionally, we 
shall refer to hom,(L, K) as the corresponding non-negative Horn-complex; 
when L = K we shall also write end,(L) = hom,(L, L). 
By a Hopf algebra (II, p, d, ?I, E) we mean as usual a module H together 
with the structures (p, q) and (d, a) of an algebra and a coalgebra that are 
compatible, i.e., p is a morphism of coalgebras or, equivalently, A is a 
morphism of algebras. We mention in passing that some authors call this 
a bialgebra and require a Hopf algebra to have the additional structure of 
what is called an antipode (Joni and Rota [29], Nichols and Sweedler 
[39]). For us this is actually of no account since this additional structure 
will always be present, but there is no need to spell it out. Examples of 
Hopf algebras are group rings, exterior Hopf algebras, divided polynomial 
Hopf algebras, and polynomial Hopf algebras; see, e.g., Mac Lane [30], 
Cartan 161, and Husemoller, Moore, and Stasheff [28]. As a coalgebra, 
the divided polynomial Hopf algebra is the symmetric coalgebra over its 
primitives. For the reader’s convenience, and to introduce notation, we 
spell out an explicit construction: Given a graded set U of elements UE U 
which are required to be concentrated in even degrees unless 2 = 0 in R, as 
a graded commutative algebra over R, the divided polynomial Hopf algebra 
r= r[U] on U has generators y,(u), (y,(u)1 = i 1~1, i> 1, UE U, subject to 
the relations . 
Yi+j(U) = l;J ( 1 Y,(U) i(U), i, j3 1, 2415 U. 
Furthermore, the multiplicative extension of the rule 
&i(u)= 1 (Y~W)O(Y&))~ i> 1, UE U, 
j+k=i 
yields a diagonal map A on r which endows the latter with the structure 
of a graded Hopf algebra. The free graded R-submodule (say) M of r [ U] 
generated by U is the module of primitives, and as a coalgebra r is the 
symmetric coalgebra over M. Notice that if R has characteristic zero, the 
diagonal map A is uniquely determined by the requirements that (i) r is a 
Hopf algebra, and that (ii) the elements of M are primitive. Moreover, up 
to isomorphism r[ U] depends only on M and not on the choice of U; 
occasionally we shall therefore write rM = r [ U]. 
PROPOSITION 1.1.1. Let L be a free abelian group, and let a2(L Oz R) be 
the graded R-module which is just L@= R except that its elements are 
regraded by 2. Then (say) Tr. = rOzCLBzR, and the hornology of K(L, 2) are 
isomorphic as graded Hopf algebras over R. 
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Notice that, if I’ refers to the rank of L, geometrically K(L, 2) is a 
product (in a suitable sense if Y is infinite) of r copies of infinite complex 
projective space. 
Proof. It is clear that it suffices to prove this statement for R = Z. It 
follows readily from (18.1) and (18.4) of Eilenberg and Mac Lane [ 12.11] 
that, for R = Z and L finitely generated, the underlying graded com- 
mutative algebras are isomorphic; furthermore, since homology commutes 
with direct limits, we conclude that the underlying graded commutative 
algebras are isomorphic for arbitrary free abelian L. Finally, it is clear that 
the homology of K(L, 2) is a graded Hopf algebra, and under the 
isomorphism of graded commutative algebras it is clear that for degree 
reasons primitive elements go to primitives. We have already observed that 
over Z the diagonal map A of Z-Co’(L)] is uniquely determined by the 
requirements that r[a’(L)] is a Hopf algebra and that the elements of 
a’(L) are primitive. 1 
When U is of finite type, the dual of r[U] is the polynomial algebra on 
the duals c, of the elements u E U in the bases of monomials, and its 
diagonal is the divided polynomial diagonal, so that, for example, 
Notice this is just the cohomology algebra of a product of finitely many 
copies of infinite complex projective space. 
Given a graded set V of elements 21 E V concentrated in odd degrees 
unless 2 = 0 in R, the exterior Hopf algebra A [ I’] is defined as usual so 
that, e.g., Au = u 0 1 + 10 u, ~1 E 6’. If V is of finite type, A [ I,‘] is isomorphic 
to its dual in the obvious way. Moreover, up to isomorphism ALP’] 
depends only on the free graded R-module M= M[ V] generated by V and 
not on the choice of V, occasionally we shall therefore write A,%$ = A [ I’]. 
It is well known that if F is a free abelian group and if cr[FOZ R) is the 
graded R-module concentrated in degree 1 which is just FO, R except that 
its elements are regraded by 1, the graded Hopf algebra (say) 
A,=A dF@?z R) is as a graded Hopf algebra over R isomorphic to the 
homology of F (with coeflicients in R), i.e., to the homology of K(F, 1). 
More generally an algebra with diagonal (A, ,u, A, 11) is an algebra 
(A, p, q) together with a morphism 
A:A+A@A (not necessarily associative) 
of algebras; if A is augmented, A is required to be compatible with the 
augmentation maps. 
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We mention without further explanation that the above notions extend 
to differential graded Hopf algebras and differential graded algebras with 
diagonal in the standard way. 
Finally, let A be a differential graded algebra and let M be a differential 
graded right A-module. Then M is usually said to be relatively free 
provided there is an R-module M # so that without the differential M may 
be written M= M# @A; relatively free left A-modules are defined 
similarly. When A is augmented, an augmented relatively free A-module M 
together with a choice of a graded R-module M# and an embedding 
M# + M is also called a construction for A. The chain complex 
R= MO, R, which is just M# together with the induced differential, is 
called the base of the construction. If M is a construction for A and if p is 
a structure of a differential graded algebra on M that is compatible with 
the algebra structure on A, we shall refer to M together with p as a multi- 
plicative construction. For details see Cartan [6] and Moore [36]. 
1.2. Cup and Cap Pron’tlcts 
Let C and A be a differential graded coalgebra and algebra, respectively. 
Given morphisms a and b (say) of the underlying graded modules C + A, 
the cup product of a and 6, written au 6, is the composite 
C-%C@C=AQC*A, 
where A and p are the corresponding structure maps (Huebschmann 
[21,22], Husemoller, Moore, and Stasheff [28], May [31], Munkholm 
L-381). The cup product turns Hom(C, A) into a differential graded algebra 
with differential D and unit qs; further, if C and A are coaugmented and 
augmented, respectively, the rule cp H sqq yields an augmentation for this 
algebra. 
Given a differential graded right C-module M, a differential graded left 
A-module N, and a morphism (say) 1~: C -+ A of the underlying graded 
modules, the combined map 
MQN= MQCQN- MQAQN “@“, M@N 
is called the cap prodL4ct w  n : MQ N -+ fi1@ N [lot. cit.]. Likewise, given 
a left C-module M and a right A-module N the cap product 
)V n : N@ M -+ N @ M is defined accordingly. 
1.3. Twisting Cochains and Twisted Tensor Products 
Let C and A be a coaugmented and augmented differential graded 
coalgebra and algebra, respectively. A morphism t: C + A of degree - 1 of 
the underlying graded modules is called a twisting cochain (Gugenheim 
[17], Gugenheim and Munkholm [19], Huebschmann [21, 221, 
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Husemoller, Moore, and Stasheff [28], May [31], Moore [35, 363, 
Munkholm [38]), provided Dt ( =dt + td) = t u t and Et = 0 = tq. (Our sign 
convention differs from those of Gugenheim [17) and May [31],j 
Given a differential graded right C-comodule M, a differential graded left 
A-module N, and a twisting cochain t: C --+ A, the morphism (say) 
d’=d@-tn:MQN-+M@N 
of the underlying modules is a differential. Likewise, given a differential 
graded left C-comodule M, a differential graded right A-module N, and a 
twisting cochain t: C -+ A, the morphism 
d’=d@‘+tn:N@M+N@M 
is again a differential. Here d Q denotes the tensor product differential. In 
both cases, if M= C and N= A the differential d’ is compatible with the 
evident extended C-comodule and A-module structures. 
Under these circumstances the objects (MO N, d’j and (NOM, d’j (as 
appropriate) are called twisted tensor products, written MO, N and 
N 0, M, respectively. The corresponding differentials d’ are called twisted 
differentials. If M= C and N = A, the twisted tensor products C@, A and 
A @:, C are also called bundles (HusemollerY Moore, and Stasheff [28], 
Moore [35,36]). 
1.4. Homotopy of Twisting Cochains and Morphisms of Twisted Tensor 
Products 
Let C and A be a coaugmented and augmented differential graded 
coalgebra and algebra, respectively. Given two twisting cochains 
t,, t2: C --+ A, a homotopJ2 k: t, N t2 of twisting cochains is a morphism 
k: C + .4 of the underlying graded modules of degree zero so that 
Dk= t,uk-ku tZ, Ek = E, kq = q. 
It is well known (Huebschmann [22], Munkholm [38]) that under 
appropriate circumstances this notion of homotopy is an equivalence 
relation: 
LEMMA 1.4.1. Suppose that the coalgebra C is connected, i.e., 9: R + C, 
is an isomorphism. 
(1) Let t, and t2 be twisting cochains C -+ A and let k: t, N t, be a 
homotopy of twisting cochains. Write x = k - Y]E and let 
k-‘=r/c-x+xux-xuxuxf . . . . 
Then k-’ is a well-defined morphism C -+ A so that k-l: t, = ti and 
kvk-’ =qE=k-‘uk. 
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(2) Let tl, t,, t, be twisting cochains C+ A and let h: t, N t, and 
k: t,= t,. Then hvk: tl = t,. 
Proofs are straightforward; details may be found, e.g., in Munkholm 
C381. 
We now explain the significance of homotopies of twisting cochains for 
us: Let M be a differential graded right C-comodule, let N be a differential 
graded left A-module, let t,, t, be twisting cochains C --f A, and let k: t, = t, . 
Then k n : MO,, N -+ MO,, N is a morphism of chain complexes which 
is compatible with all the structure. In particular, k n : C Q,, A + C Qt2 A 
is a morphism of bundles. Likewise, let A4 be a differential graded left 
C-comodule, let N be a differential graded right A-module, let t,, t, be 
twisting cochains C+ A, and let k: t, 2: t2. Then kn : NO,, M-t NO,, M 
is again a morphism of chain complexes compatible with all the structure 
and k n : A O,, C --f A @,, C is a morphism of bundles. 
The above lemma entails the following. 
COROLLARY 1.4.2. Suppose in addition that the coalgebra C is connected. 
Then under the above circumstances 
kn: MO,, N-+ MO,, N, kn:CQ,,A+CQ,,A 
kn: NO,, M-t NO,, M, kn: AQ,,C+AQf2 C 
are isonzorphisrns (in the appropriate categories). 
We mention in passing that we actually did not define the concepts of a 
morphism of twisted tensor products and of bundles. The precise definition 
can be found in Huebschmann [22]. For our present purposes the above 
description of morphisms will suffice. 
2. HOMOLOGICAL PERTURBATION THEORY 
In this section we give the basic constructions which will enable us to 
construct appropriate resolutions later in the paper. 
Recall from Eilenberg and Mac Lane [lZ.II] that a contraction 
(NGM, h) consists of chain complexes A4 and N, a chain map 
V: M + N, a chain map g: N -+ M, and a morphism h: N + N of the under- 
lying graded R-modules of degree 1, and these data are required to satisfy 
the rules 
gV=M, Vg=N-Dh, hV=O=gh=hh; 
notice that N contracts onto A4 and that M injects into N. We mention that 
Eilenberg and Mac Lane [ 12.111 do not require hh to be zero, but this can 
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always be achieved by a suitable modification of g and h if necessary. A 
basic concept of homological perturbation theory is that of a ii:Ztered 
contraction; this is a contraction (N e M, h) so that, in addition, N and 
M are filtered chain complexes and the morphisms V, g, h are filtration 
preserving. 
A morphism (Nz M, h) + (N’ 2 M’, h’) of contractions is the obvious 
thing, i.e., it is a pair (q, +) of morphisms 9: NR+ N’ and ti: M-+ M’ com- 
patible with all the structure. Notice that (Rq R, 0) is a contraction. A 
contraction (NF! M, h) will be said to be augmented or coaugmented if N 
and A4 are augmented or coaugmented and if 
R 
(E, E): (N, lvf, h)+ R-R 0 ‘R’ > 
or 
(VI, VI): RA +-+,O -+(NZM,h) 
> 
are morphisms of contractions as appropriate. 
Next we observe that under appropriate circumstances a contraction 
may be assumed to be augmented or coaugmented or both. At the risk of 
making a mountain of a molehill we spell out the following. 
2.1. Let (NGM, h) be a contraction. 
(1) If N and ikf are augmented and zg = F, then EV = E and Eh = 0. 
(2) Zf N and M are coaugmented and Vq = q? then gq = v and hy = 0. 
(3 ) If N and M are augmented /and coaugmented and .zg = E and 
gq = 9, th; rules V’ = V(Id - I/E) + VE and h’ = h(Id - PIE) yield a new contrac- 
tion (N s M, h’) so that V’v] = ~1 and h’q = 0. 
(4) If N and M are augmented and coaugmented and Vq =q and 
EV = E, then the ;ules g’ = (Id - Y]E) g + VE and h’ = (Id - VE) h yield a new 
contraction (“9 III, h’) so that &g’ = E and Eh’ = 0. 
Let now (NeM, h) be a contraction. If in addition N and M are dif- 
ferential graded algebras and if g (but not necessarily V) is a morphism of 
differential graded algebras then we shall refer to such a contraction as an 
algebra contraction. Similarly, if there is given a differential graded algebra 
A, if N and M are differential graded (right or left) A-modules, and if g 
(but again not necessarily V) is a morphism of differential graded (right or 
left) A-modules, then we shall refer to such a contraction as an A-moduute 
contraction; when the algebra A is clear from the context we shall also say 
module contraction. A morphism of algebra contractions or of moduie con- 
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tractions is again the obvious thing, i.e., a pair of morphisms as appropriate 
that is compatible with all the structure. The term “contraction” is intended 
to refer to the fact that g but not necessarily V is compatible with the 
additional structure. 
We mention in passing that algebra contractions are called “trivialized 
extensions” in Munkholm [35] and “dual Eilenberg-Zilber data” in 
Gugenheim and Munkholm [I;] and in Huebschmann [21]. 
The above contraction (R 9 R, 0) is actually an algebra contraction. 
New, if (NeM, h) is an algebra contraction, it will be said to be 
coaugmented if (q, q) is a morphism of algebra contractions, which comes 
down to the requirement Vg = ‘1, and it will be said to be augmented if A’ 
and A are augmented and if (E, E) is a morphism of algebra contractions. 
Similarly, if A is an augmented differential graded algebra the ground ring 
is a differential graded A-module. An A-module contraction (N+M, h) 
will be said to be coaugmented if N and M are coaugmented and if 
(q, q) is a morphism of A-module contractions, and it will be said to be 
augmented if N and M are augmented and if (E, E) is a morphism of 
A-module contractions. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let -4 be an augmented differential graded algebra and 
let N = (N# @A, d) be a contractible construction for A, i.e., there is a 
coaugmentation map g: R -+ N and a homotopy h so thai Dh = N- ‘1~. 
Then h may be assumed to have square zero, and (Nz R, h) is an 
A-module contraction. rl 
Thus the concept of an A-module contraction generalizes that of a con- 
tractible construction for A. It provides in fact a convenient setting to 
generalize a classical construction given, e.g., in 1X.6.2 of Mac Lane [30]; 
cf. (2.6) below. In order to explain this we need some preparations first: 
DEFINITION 2.3. Given a filtered chain complex L, a morphism 
d: L + L of degree - 1 which lowers filtration will be said to be a perturba- 
tion of the differential d on L, provided d + d is again a differential, i.e., 
da+dd+dd=O. 
If L is a filtered chain complex and 8 a perturbation of its differential, 
we shall write LE for the new chain complex and occasionally we shall 
write dS = d + 8. For later reference we reproduce a classical perturbation 
argument (Gugenheim [17], Brown [4]) which originally seems due to 
M. Barratt (unpublished). To this end we remind the reader that a filtered 
object {F,X} is said to be complete if the obvious morphism 
X+ bXIF,X is an isomorphism. 
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PERTURBATION LEMMA 2.4. Let (Ns M, h) be a filtered contraction, 
let d be a perturbation of the differential on N, write k = -h, and let 
(2.4a) 8=gdV+g8kFV+g8kdkaV+. 
(2.4b) V,=V+k8V+kakaV+ ... 
(2.4~) g,=g+gak+gakdk+ ... 
(2.4d) h, = h + k ah + k r3k ah + . . . 
If the filtrations on M and N are complete, these izzfirzite series converge, d 
is a perturbation of the differential on M, and, lf we write Nt and h4,: for the 
new chain complexes, 
(2.4e) 
is a new filtered contraction. This contraction is natural in terms of the given 
data, and, furtlzermore, zf the old contraction is augnzezzted or coaugmented 
then so is the new orze. 
Proof Details may be found in Lemmata 3.1 and 3.2 of Gugenheim 
[17] and in Brown [4]. 1 
For later reference, we spell out two special cases. 
(2.4.1 j. Under the circumstances of (2.4) suppose in addition that fez 
some perturbatiorz 8 of the differential d on M the morphism g satisfies 
gd=ag, i.e., g(d+a)=(d+ajg. Then a,=?, ~?,=a,= ... =O, and 
g,=g,= . . . = 0, whence g, = g. 
(2.4.2 j. Under the circumstances of (2.4) suppose in addition tkat for 
some perturbation d of the differential d on M the morphism V satisfies 
Vi! = dV, i.e., V(d+ a) = (d+ a) V. T/Zen ~3, = a,zY, = 8, = ... = 0, and 
V 1 = Vz = . . . = 0, whence Vs = V. 
These are verified by direct inspection. For example, in the situation of 
(2.4.1)% 
a,=gav=agv=a, a2= -gahav= -aghav=o. 
Let A be a differential graded algebra, let L, M, and N be differential 
graded right A-modules, let g: N -+ M be a morphism of differential graded 
right A-modules, and let q: L -+ A4 be a morphism of differential graded 
right A-modules. Then a morphism @: L -+ N of differential graded right A- 
modules so that g@ = rp will be said to be over q or it will be referred to 
as a lifting of cp. 
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hOPOSITION 2.5. Let A be a differential graded algebra, let 
(NG M, h) be a right A-module contraction, let L = (L# 0 A, d) be a 
differential graded right A-module whose underlying graded A-module is an 
induced one as indicated, and write I: L# + L for the obvious infection of 
graded R-modules. For every CD E Hom,(L, N), define ga(@) E Hom,(L, M) 
and Hi(@) E Hom,(L, N), i3 0, by 
ga(@) = ‘Y@? (H,(Q)) z = h@l, 
(Hi+,(@)) l= (- l)‘@‘+‘ho (Hi(@)) dr, i Z 0, 
for every q E Hom,(L, M), define V,(p) E Hom,(L, N), i > 0, by 
(v,(d) l= VW 
and let 
(2.5.H) 
(2.5.V) 
Then (2.5.H) and (2.5.V 
(v;+,(cp))t=(--l)“p’h4%))dz, iZ0, 
H,=H,+H,+ ..-, 
v,=v,+v,+ . . . . 
) converge, and 
/,(L, N) g,l Va HomAL W, Hi i ) 
and, with an abuse of the notation gd, V,, Ha, 
(2.5.1) Horn 
(2.5.2) hom,(L, N) s hom,(L, W, H, 
> 
are contractions that are natural in terms of the given data. With respect to 
the filtrations induced by the degree filtrations of L’, (2.5.1) and (2.5.2) are 
in fact filtered contractions. 
(We remind the reader that horn-(-, -) is the differential graded sub- 
module of Horn-(-, ~-) which is zero in negative degrees and which in 
degree zero consists of the equivariant chain maps only; further, we 
mention that “ 0 ” refers to composition of maps as usual.) 
Remark 2.6. The defining rules for V, and h, may succinctly be written 
as inductive rules 
(2.6.1) (V,cp) I= (Vq + (- l)lP’ ho (V,(q)) d) z, cp E HomAW, Ml, 
(2.6.2) (ha@)z=ho(@+(-l)‘@‘+‘(h,@)d)z, @ E Hom,( L, N), 
where induction is on the degree of the elements of L#. The rule (2.6.1) 
generalizes a classical construction; see 1X.6.2 of Mac Lane [30]. 
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Proof of 2.5. We shall apply the Perturbation Lemma 2.4. We proceed 
as follows. 
Let 2 be an arbitrary differential graded right A-module, and recall that 
z: L# + L refers to the obvious injection of graded R-modules. The induced 
morphism 
(2.5.3) z*: Hom,(L, Z) -+ Hom(L”, Z) 
is an isomorphism of graded R-modules. Moreover, the usual differential 0 
on Hom,(L, Z) given by Of = df + ( - 1) IfI + ‘.fd induces a differential D” 
on Hom(L#, Zj which may be written D# = d, + a, where, for any 
cp: L# -+z, 
d,cp=d,gD: L# +Z-+Z 
&p = ( - 1 )‘“I + 1 ~((POA)d,z:L#-,L~L=L#Oil~Z~AAZ; 
here d, and d, refer to the differentials on Z and L = Lc @A, respectively. 
and ,LC Z@ A --f Z is the corresponding structure map. Then do is again a 
differential. Notice that ~38 is not necessarily zero. 
Our next aim is to interpret the operator 8 as a perturbation of the dif- 
ferential d,, with respect to a suitable filtration. To this end we describe the 
filtration first: Write {F,L# } for the degree filtration of L#; this filtration 
is cocomplete, i.e., L# = U F, L”, even if L# is graded over the integers. 
Furthermore, if L# is non-negative, the filtration is increasing. For each 
integer p write Lcp’= L#jF,-, L#, so that, for each p, there is an exact 
sequence 
of graded R-modules. The filtration on L# induces a filtration (F,) on 
Hom(L #, Z) which is given by 
(2.5.5) F,(Hom(L+, Z)) = 7~;’ Hom(LfpP’, 2) 
= ker(res: Hom(L”, Z) + Hom(F-,_ IL#, Z)). 
Since the differential on L lowers the degree filtration of L, a little thought 
reveals that the operator 8 lowers the filtration {F,(Hom(L#, Z))) by I, 
i.e., that it is a perturbation of the differential d,. Furthermore, since the 
filtration (F, L # } is cocomplete, the filtration (F,(Hom(L#, Z)): is 
complete, i.e., 
Hom(L#, Z)=LlinHom(L’, Z)/FJHom(L”, Zj) 
( = limHom(F-,-, L#, Z)). - 
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Notice, when L# is non-negative, F, Hom(L#, Z) = Hom(L#, Z) and the 
filtration is decreasing. 
We now apply these observations to Z= N and Z= M and write 
g#, V##, H# for the morphisms induced from respectively g,, VO, H,,, on the 
right-hand side of (2.53) with Z = N and Z= M as appropriate. Inspection 
shows that 
(2.50) Wom(L#, W, 4) +.-- g# (Hom(L#, M), d,), H# v* i 
is a filtered contraction, and in view of what was said above, each operator 
d is a perturbation of the corresponding differential d,. Since the filtrations 
are complete, it follows at once from (2.4) and (2.4.1) that (2.5.1) is a new 
filtered contraction. Furthermore, since V, is a chain map and since h, 
raises total degree of Hom(L#, N) (but not, beware, the above filtration), 
the morphisms Vd and kd also yield the filtered contraction (2.5.2). 1 
Remark 2.7. It is possible to prove (2.5) directly from the inductive 
descriptions (2.6.1) and (2.6.2). We leave the details to the reader. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Assume the hlyotheses of (2.5), and suppose that A 
is augmented. If irz addition L is a coaugmented differential graded right 
A-module and if (NG M, h) is an augmented A-module contraction tlzetz 
the rule q H &‘pq turns (2.5.2) into a filtered augmented contraction. If L is 
an augmented differetztial graded A-module and if (Ne M, lz) is a coazzg- 
mented A-module contraction then the rule 1 H q& turns (2.5.2) into a filtered 
coaugmented contraction. 
ProoJ: This follows at once from the naturality of the constructions. a 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let A and A’ be differential graded algebras, let 
CC A + A’ be a morphism of differential graded algebras, let N = (N# 0 A, d) 
be a relatively free differential graded right A-module as indicated, let 
(N & M, h) be a right A-module contraction, where M = NOa A’ and 
g = $0 ~1, and write I: N# + N for the obviozrs injection of graded 
R-modules. For every GE End,(N), define (gJ@)) E End,(M) and 
hi(@) E End,(M), i3 0, by 
ke(@b)g=g@~ (h,( @)) z = h@z, 
(hi+ 1(@)) z = (- l)‘*’ +’ ha (hi(@)) dz, i> 0, 
for every q~End,(M), define v,(q)~End,(N), i30, by 
(Vdcp)) z = v4m (Vi+l(Cp)) I=(-I)‘“’ h~(VJ~p))dz, i> 0, 
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and let 
(2.9.h) h,=h,+h,+ .“, 
(2.9.V) v,=v,+v,+ “.. 
Then (2.9.h) and (2.9.V) converge, and 
(2.9.1) End,(N) + End,(M), he’ 
1 
and, with an abuse of the notation ge, V,: Ii,, 
(2.9.2) end,4(N) g, C, end,(M), h, 
are algebra contractions that are natural in terms of the given data. With 
respect to the filtrations induced by the degree filtrations of N #, (2.9.1) and 
(2.9.2) are in fact filtered algebra contractions. If, in addition, A and A’ are 
augmented, if a is compatible with the augmentation maps, and if 
(Nz$ M, h) is an augmented and coaugmented contraction, then the r&e 
cp t-+ &n turns the contractions (2.9.1) and (2.9.2) into augmented ones. 
(We remind the reader that end-(-) is the differential graded subalgebra 
of End--(-), which is zero in negative degrees and which in degree zero 
consists of the equivariant chain maps only.) 
Proof Since M= NOa A’, the obvious map 
Hom,(N, M) c Hom,.(hl, M) = End,.(Mj 
is an isomorphism of chain complexes. Since g, is evidently compatible 
with the algebra structures, the assertion follows at once from (2.5 ). 1 
In the situation of (2.9), the morphism V, need not be compatible with 
the obvious coaugmentation maps coming from the corresponding identity 
morphisms, i.e., in general V,( 1) # 1 E End,(N). However, under 
appropriate additional hypotheses the morphism V, can be modified so 
that the new morphism is compatible with the coaugmention maps: 
COROLLARY 2.10. Under the circumstances of (2.9), suppose in addition 
that A and A’ are augmented, that u is compatible with the augmentation 
maps, that N and M are augmented and coaugmented differential graded 
A-modules, and that g: N -+ M is compatible blith the augmentation maps. 
Introduce the obvious augmentation and coaugmentation maps in End. (-j 
and end-(-j, i.e., those given by E(P) = ~cpn and q( 1) = Id and -for ever)’ 
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cp E End,(M) and etleq~ @E End,(N), define V:(q) E End,(N) and 
h:(Q) E End,(N) by the rules 
(2.10.1) V:(~,)=V,(~--d.&(cp))+Id.&(~j 
(2.10.2) h;(Q) = h,( @ - Id . E( 0)). 
Then 
(2.10.3) End,(N) - A End,(M), h:) 
“; 
and, with an abuse of the notation g:, V:, h:, 
(2.10.4) 
( 
end,(N) A -end,(M), 11: 
v; 
are augmented and coaugmented filtered algebra contractions that are 
natural in terms of the given data. 
Given an A-module contraction (N e A.& h) and a perturbation of the 
differential on M, we shall have to solve the problem of lifting this pertur- 
bation to N. In the present paper we shall only need the special case where 
N and A4 are bundles with the same coalgebra as base. The general case 
will be examined in Huebschmann [26]. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let (A’+ A, h) be an augmented algebra contraction and 
let C be a coaugmented connected differential graded coalgebra. 
(1 j Let z: C -+ A be a twisting cochain. Then the rule 
(2.11.1) r=h(lu[)+Vq 
which is inductive in a sense explained in (2.12) below, yields a twisting 
cochain 5: C + A’ so that crt = 5 and kg = 0. The tw&ing cochain 5 is natural 
in terms of the given data. 
(2) Let 5, 5’: C + A’ be twisting cochains, let z = a& 5’ = air’, and let k 
be a homotopy z N z’ of twisting cochains. Then the rule 
(2.11.2) 
Ii*hich is inductive in a sense explained in (2.12) below, yields a homotopy 
K: t 2 5’ of twisting cochains so that aK = k and hK= 0. The homotopy K is 
natural in terms of the given data. 
Remark 2.12. The above twisting cochain may be written out 
g=51+5*+ . . . . 
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where c I = Vr, and where for p 3 2, 5, = Ci+j=P h( ti u g,). The homotopy 
K may be written out similarly. Clearly there are no convergence problems 
because C is assumed connected. 
Remark 2.13. Similar constructions are given in 2.2 of Munkholm 
[38], in Huebschmann [Zl, 221, and in Gugenheim and Munkholm [I9]. 
Proof of (2.11). We reproduce it for completeness. 
(i) It is clear that LY< = r and that ht = 0. Moreover, differentiation of 
j’=h(Su<)+V~ yields 
(2.11.3) oi;_“=(Dh)(~u5)-h(D5~5-5uD5)+VDs 
=<u<-(Vcr)((u()-h(D<u5-[uD<)+V(ruz) 
=~u~-v(~~uff~)-h(D~u~-~uD~)+V(ruT) 
=(u5-h(.Dg’u<-(uD<) since a< = T. 
With x = 05 - c u 5, (2.11.3) reads x = h(t u X-X u f). Since C is connec- 
ted, i.e., C, = R, a straightforward induction on degree shows that x 
necessarily vanishes whence the assertion. 
(ii) It is clear that rxK= k and that hK= 0. Moreover, differentiation 
of K=h(guK-Kut’j+Vk yields 
(2.11.4) DK= (Dh)(c u K- Ku 4’) 
-h(DtuK-~uDK-DKu<‘-KuDc’j+VDk 
=<uK-Ku~‘-V(~~u~K-cxKua5’)+VDk 
+h(<uDK-~u~uK+DKu~‘+Ku~‘u<‘). 
Since ci[ =r, cct;“=r’, aK=k and since Dk=zuk-kut’, with 
x=DK-((UK-KU<‘), (2.11.4) reads x=h(tux+xu5’j and again a 
straightforward induction on degree shows this is zero. 1 
Under the circumstances of (2.11)(i), if t: C-+ A’ is a twisting cochain 
such that crt = t, it is manifest that CO c(: COc A’ --+ C@,A is a morphism 
of bundles--the notation “&” is explained in (1.3) above-and a standard 
spectral sequence comparison argument shows that C@E is a homology 
isomorphism. However, (2.4) even yields an explicit filtered contraction 
compatible with a certain amount of structure. For later reference we spell 
this out in somewhat greater generality. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. Let A be an augmented differential graded algebra, 
let C be a coaugmented connected differential graded coalgebra, let 5: C -+ A 
481/126/2-8 
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be a twisting cochain, let (N$Z M, h) be a left A-module contraction, and 
let B be a connected differential graded right comodule over C. Then the 
infinite series (say) 
(2.14.1) V,=(Id+(B@h)(&?jf(B@h)(S’n)(B@h)(&-Q+ . ..)(B@V) 
(2.1-4.2) h,=(Id+(B@h)(<n)+(BOh)(<n)(B@h)(tn)+ ..-)(B@h) 
converge in the sense that if applied to an element only finitely many terms 
are non-zero, and there results a filtered contraction 
that is natural in terms of the given data. 
The naturality of the above construction entails the following two 
addenda which will be useful later; before we spell them out we remind the 
reader that an extended comodule over a coalgebra C is one of the form 
C@ I+’ with comodule structure induced by the diagonal map on C. 
ADDENDUM 2.15. Under the circumstances of (2.14), if B= C, the 
morphisms C @ g, h:, VE are compatible with the extended comodule struc- 
tures, i.e., the pair (V @ N, V @ M) is a morphism 
C@(C@N)~C@(C@~M), C@h, 5 
of filtered contractions. 
ADDENDUM 2.16. Under the circumstances of (2.14), if (Nz$ M, h) is 
augmented or coaugmented then so is the resulting new contraction. 
Remark 2.17. In the situation of (2.15), since the morphisms V, and h: 
are compatible with the extended comodule structures, they are determined 
by their composites with the morphism E 0 N: N -+ N. For if B is an 
arbitrary C-comodule and rp: B -+ CON is a morphism of comodules, 
=(C@((&@N)cp))d:B-,C@B-,C@N. 
For later reference we introduce the following concept: Let A and A’ be 
differential graded algebras, let CI: A -+ A’ be a morphism of differential 
graded algebras, let L be a differential graded right .4-module, and let M 
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be a differential graded right A’-module Al. Then a morphism q: L -+ M of 
differential graded right A-modules where A acts on M via CY will be 
referred to as a comparison map for c(. When A and A’ are group rings RG 
and RG’ and when a is of the form Rfl for a homomorphism 8: G -+ G’ we 
shall also refer to cp as a comparison map for /?. 
3. RESOLUTIONS AND CONSTRUCTIONS FOR ABELIAN GROUPS 
In this section we elaborate on a small free resolution for an arbitrary 
abelian group Q obtained from an arbitrary presentation of Q; this resolu- 
tion may be found already in Section 3 of Moore [36]. It extends the 
standard construction for a finitely generated abelian group; cf. Eilenberg 
and Mac Lane [ 12.111, Cartan [S, 61, (X11.7) of Cartan and Eilenberg 
[7], and Tate [42]. We shall phrase it is a way which is convenient for 
later reference. In particular, we shall explain appropriate bundle structures 
which will be extremely useful for the construction of free resolutions for 
nilpotent groups of class 2 in the next section. For convenience we first 
reproduce the classical approach to the construction of a resolution for a 
finitely generated abelian group in (3.0) below; it depends vitally on the 
fact that a finitely generated abelian group may be written as a direct 
product of cyclic groups and, as usual, we phrase it without reference to 
bundle structures. On the other hand, the bundle structures are useful even 
for finitely generated abelian groups; they come into play in the construc- 
tion of a free resolution from an arbitrary free presentation as in (3.2) 
below and, moreover, in the construction of comparison maps between 
resolutions as in (3.3) below. 
3.0. Free Resolutions for Finitely Generated Abelian Groups 
This is of course classical; yet the material to be given in this subsection 
is apparently not as well known as it deserves to be (see, e.g., Chapman 
[8]), and it seems wise to spell it out. 
Recall that A[u] and r[u] denote the exterior and divided polynomial 
Hopf algebras on a single generator tl and U, respectively. 
Let C be an infinite cyclic group, pick a generator y, and let A[v,] be 
the exterior Hopf algebra on a single element u, of degree 1. We mention 
that v,, may be identified with the suspension of J: - 1 E RC (cf. Section 14 
of Eilenberg and Mac Lane [12.1] and expose. 6 of Cartan ES]), but we 
shall not need this fact. It is well known that the standard small free resolu- 
tion of R in the category of right RC-modules may be written as a differen- 
tial graded Hopf algebra 
(3.0.1) M(C)=(n[v.,.]oRC,d,~,d,~, rl)=(M”(C)OdRC,~r,d,&,~). 
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Here as a graded commutative algebra, M # (C) = A [v,], and the underly- 
ing graded commutative algebra of M(C) has the tensor product structure, 
i.e., it looks like M # (C) @ RC; henceforth we shall discard the tensor 
product symbol and write u,. 0 1 = vY? etc. Furthermore, the other structure 
maps d, A, E, and q are given by the well-known formulas 
(3.0.2) 
d(q=b- 11, E( J+) = 1 E R, k 2 0, r(l)= 1 ERC, 
.4Y)=YoY, A (UJ = u, 0 y + 1 0 uy . 
Notice that the diagonal map d is not cocommutative. 
Likewise, for a finite cyclic group CI= (JJ: y’= 1 ), the standard small 
free resolution of R in the category of right RCrmodules may be written 
as an augmented and coaugmented differential graded algebra with 
diagonal (in the sense of Section 1) 
(3.0.3) 
WC,) = &I 0 4&l 0 RC,, 4 P, 4 E, ~1 
= W#(C,) Od RC,, P, A, E, 11). 
Here as a graded commutative algebra, M #( C,) = r[u,,] 0 A [u,] with the 
tensor product structure, and the underlying graded commutative algebra 
of M(C,) has the tensor product structure, too, i.e., it looks like 
M#(C,)@ RC,; as above we shall henceforth discard the tensor product 
symbol and write uy 0 1 = U-,,, etc. Furthermore, the other structure maps 
d, A, E, and q are given by the well-known formulas 
A((Yj(“.y)) ‘y = C ((Yi(“y)) uy@ (Yj- j(Uy))Y + ()‘i(“>z))O (Y;.-j(Zd,)) U, , 
O<i<j 
c(yk)=lER,O<k<I, q(l)=l~RC,, 
where ja 0 or ja 1 as appropriate. Notice that the diagonal map A is no 
longer coassociative. We shall indicate in (3.2.14) and (3.4.4) below how 
these formulas can be obtained from scratch. 
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It is clear that, as differential graded commutative algebras, the corre- 
sponding reduced objects R(Cj=M(C)Q,,R and ~(C,)=M(C,)O..,R 
look like 
(3.0.5) iiqC)=A[uJ with zero differential, 
Furthermore, it is manifest that M(C) = A[t!,.] = H,(C, R) as Hopf 
algebras, and that the above diagonal map induces a diagonal map A on 
M(C,) given by 
Inspection shows that the latter induces in fact the structure of a (non- 
cocommutative) differential graded Hopf algebra on M( C,). 
If Q = C,, x . . . x C, x C”’ is a finitely generated abelian group, written 
out as a direct product of cyclic groups as indicated, it is clear that, with 
the obvious action, the object 
(3.5.8) M(Q)=M(C,,)O ... oM(C,)O(M(C))@‘” 
is a free resolution of R in the category of RQ-moduies. Moreover, the 
tensor product structures turn M(Q) into an augmented and coaugmented 
differential graded commutative algebra with diagonal Likewise, the 
reduced object R(Q) = M(Q) ORe R looks like 
(3.0.9) M(Qj=M(C,,)Q ... O~(C,jO(~(C))@“, 
and the tensor product structures turn it into a differential graded com- 
mutative Hopf algebra. From this one deduces at once the following con- 
cise description of the cohomology ring: 
THEOREM 3.0.10. With coefficients in R, the cohomology ring of afiniteiJ 
generated abelian group Q, written out in rhe form Q = C,, x x C, x 6”, 
i.s as an R-algebra isomorphic to the homology algebra ef the following 
primitively generated cocommutative differential graded Hopf algebra: 
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Generators: zi ,..., z,, lzil = 1, xi, . . . . x,, lxil = I, ci, . . . . c,,, Icil =2. 
Relations: The generators commute in the graded sense, save that the 
squares of the xi)s are non-zero and given by 
(3.0.11) 
in particular the squares of the 2;s are zero. 
Differential: d(z,) = 0, 16 j< m, d(x;) = Zici, d(ci) = 0, 1~ id n. 
For appropriate coefjcients so that the diagonal map of this Hopf algebra 
induces a diagonal map on its homology, e.g., if R is a field or if the charac- 
teristic of R divides each li, 1 < id N, the isomorphism is one of the Hopf 
algebras. 
Remark 3.0.12. The above material is of course classical, and a few 
historical comments seem in order: The standard small free resolution of a 
finite cyclic group is due to Eilenberg and Mac Lane and was first 
published in Section 11 of Eilenberg [ll]. The reduced objects M(C) and 
ai without the diagonal map were introduced in Chapter III of Eilen- 
berg and Mac Lane [12.11]; furthermore, in [ 12.111 it is proved that for 
any finitely generated abelian group Q written out as a direct product as 
above, as a differential graded algebra, the object M(Q) is chain equivalent 
to the reduced bar construction on the group ring RQ. Moreover, I learnt 
from Mac Lane that in 1952 he and Eilenberg were aware of the diagonal 
map spelled out above. The resolution for a finite cyclic group with all the 
above structure appears on page 252 of Cartan and Eilenberg 171; there 
the resolution is written X, and the names divided polynomial algebra or 
Hopf algebra do not occur but the structure is given explicitly. Further- 
more, the objects M(C), M(C,), and M(C,j were recognised as construc- 
tions by Cartan [S] (see also [6] and Section 2 and 3 of Moore [36]); 
later in the present paper we shall actually exploit this fact. Finally, 
invariant descriptions of the homology of a finitely generated abelian group 
have been given by Hamsher [20] and Decker [9] in their Chicago Ph.D. 
theses supervised by S. Mac Lane. 
3.1. Free Abelian Groups 
Let F be a free abelian group, not necessarily finitely generated, let RF 
be its group ring, and pick a basis Y for F. Let V= V,= SY = 
{ v~, y E Y, Ivy I= 1 } be the set Y, regraded by l-as before it may be 
identified with the suspension of ( y - 1, y E Y} as a set, but we shall not 
need this-let AF= A [ V] be the exterior Hopf algebra on V, and let 
(3.1.1) z:A[V]+RF 
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be the twisting cochain which sends uy to 1 -y. Then a small free resolu- 
tion of R in the category of right RF-modules is the chain complex which 
underlies the bundle (say) 
(3.1.2) M(F) = AFQr RF, 
cf. Section 3 of Moore [36]. This is the well-known Koszul resolution. For 
clarity we mention that since r depends on the choice of Y so does the dif- 
ferential. However, it is not hard to see (cf. [27]) that up to isomorphism 
the object M(F) depends only on F. When no confusion can arise we shall 
usually discard the tensor product symbol and write yk = 1 By”, o = v @ 1, 
etc. The augmentation and coaugmentation maps E and 9 are the obvious 
ones given by s(yk) = 1, E(U) = 0, yl( 1) = 1. Moreover, the tensor product 
structure turns AF@, RF into an augmented differential graded com- 
mutative algebra and hence into an acyclic multiplicative construction for 
RF, the rule 
(3.1.3) d(Y) =rQ.Y, d(v,,) = vy 01’ + 1 0 up 3’ E y, 
yields the structure of a coaugmented differential graded coalgebra, and 
both structures are compatible so that a Hopf algebra results. Notice that 
the coalgebra structure A depends on the choice of a basis and is not 
cocommutative; further, A is not a morphism of bundles, but it is still a 
morphism of constmctions. Moreover, these algebra and coalgebra struc- 
tures are comparison maps in the sense of the previous section for the 
algebra and coalgebra structures respectively on RF3 and hence for the 
multiplication and diagonal maps of F. 
Inspection shows that when F is an infinite cyclic group C with generator 
J?, M(F) coincides with the object (3.0.1) above. Furthermore, in this case 
an explicit contracting homotopy h is given by the rule 
u(1 +y+ ... fyk-1)5 ifka 1, 
h(yk) = 0, ifk=O. 
(3.1.4) v( -y-l - . . . -J’k), ifk< -1, 
h( vyk) = 0, k an arbitrary integer. 
Notice that the algebra and coalgebra structures on M(C) are the canoni- 
cal comparison maps for the algebra and coalgebra structures on RC with 
reference to the contracting homotopies h on M( C j and h @ Id + ys @ h on 
M(C) Q M(C) as appropriate. 
To obtain a contracting homotopy sF for M(F) when F is an arbitrary 
free abelian group, we choose a linear ordering ‘<<” for Y, notice when the 
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rank of F is infinite this may require some set theory. If F is of finite rank 
m, we then write Y = (~1~ <yz < .. . < l’nz j and identify RF with 
RC,,, 0 RCy2@ ... 0 RC,, by means of the rule 
here C,, refers to the free cyclic subgroup of F generated by y E Y. Likewise 
we identify M(F) with M(C,,)@M(C,,)@ ... @M(C,,) by means of the 
rule 
Up to this isomorphism, a contracting homotopy s=sF for M(F) is now 
given by the well-known formula 
(3.1.5.f) 
where the term Id always refers to the identity morphism on the remaining 
part of the tensor product decomposition. If Y is infinite, we write F as an 
ascending union of the subgroups FO,, <y2 < . . . < J’~) generated by the 
subsets { 1~~) J 2,...,y,;J’l<y2< ... <I’, > of Y, and, accordingly, we write 
M(F) as an ascending union of the M(F(JJ, < y2 < . . . C-J,*)). The latter, 
in turn, may be identified with the direct limit 
lim M(C,,)OWC,,J0 ... OWCyJ Jq < y* < < ~“nv,, 
which is in fact the appropriate infinite tensor product a,,, yM(C,.). The 
above formula (3.1.5.f) yields a compatible system sn ,,L cy2 < <ym) of 
contracting homotopies which converges to a contracting homotopy 
(3.1.5) SF= lim SF(J,<)‘?< ... <ym) J’,<y*< -.. <ym 
for M(F); the convergence is actually naive since any element in the 
domain of sF lies in some M(F(y, <y2 < . .. <y,)), viewed as a graded 
submodule of M(F). 
Inspection shows that 
(3.1.6) &RJ - ?F 
I 
is actually an algebra contraction. Henceforth we denote the above bundle 
A,@, RF together with all the additional structure by M(F). It is clear 
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that AF= H,(F) and that the above yields at once the known structures 
for H,(F) and H*(F); for consistency with later notation we shall some- 
times write 
(3.1.7) &l(F)=A,(=M(F)@R.R), 
and we shall refer to M(F) as the corresponding reduced object: it is the 
base of the construction (3.1.2) for RF. 
For later reference we explain briefly the behaviour of the above 
construction with respect to morphisms. 
PROPOSITION 3.1.8. Let F, and F2 be free abelian groups, let q5: F, -+ F2 
be a homomorphism, and let M(F,) = A[Vy,] Oz, RF, and M(F,) = 
A[ V,] Q,? RF, be bundles for F, and F, of the ubove kited, For each y E Y, 
pick &,(r! j E M(F,) in such a wall that 
e.g., let &(uv)= s(d(u)), where s=sA _ is a contracting homotopy for M(F2 j 
of the above kind. Then the rule 
of augmented dljjferential graded algebras, and hence of constructions, jvhich 
is u comparison map for I$. 
The proof is straightforward and left to the reader. Notice that special 
cases of this are the algebra and coalgebra structures for M(F) introduced 
above. The morphism &, will in general nor be compatible with the 
diagonal maps. 
While the standard argument yields an equivariant chain homotopy 
between two different comparison maps, we now offer a more direct way 
to construct such chain homotopies. 
PROPOSITION 3.1.10. Under the circumstances of (3.1.8 ), suppose in addi- 
tion that the basis Y2 of F2 is linearly ordered, and letf, g: M(F,) -+ M(F?) 
be comparison maps for 4. For each y E Y, pick h(.v,.) E M(F2) in such a wan 
that 
d(h(c,.j)=g(v,,)-f(u,)E RF,, e.g., let h(u,)=s,(g(o,.j -f(vJ.)), 
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and define an RF,-linear morphism h: M(F,) + M(FZ) by induction on 
degree bJ> the rules 
h(u,( vi . . . u[)) = h( tli)f( vi . . . uJ - g(u,) h(q.. . II,), hq = 0, 
where vi = c’~),, E V,, and where yi <J> < . . . < yr. Then Dh = g --A i.e., h is 
an RF,-linear chain homotopy f =g. 
This is proved by direct inspection and left to the reader. 
3.2. General Abelian Groups 
Let Q be an arbitrary abelian group, and let 
(3.2.1) O-+L*FAQ-0 
be a free presentation for Q, i.e., the sequence (3.2.1) is exact, and L and 
F are free abelian. The extension (3.2.1) may be realized geometrically by 
means of a libre bundle with base a space K(L, 2). The total space of the 
classifying bundle then appears as the total space of a libre bundle 
EF/L -+ EQ + K(L, 2). We shall mimic this algebraically and construct a 
twisted object with the divided polynomial Hopf algebra r, on a basis of 
a2(L OZ Rj as base and an appropriate construction A(F, Q) for RQ as 
tibre. We remind the reader that a2(L OZ R) refers to the graded R-module 
concentrated in degree 2 which is just L OZ R except that its elements are 
regraded by 2, and that, as Hopf algebras over R, rL and the homology 
H,(K(L, 2)) are isomorphic; cf. (1.1.1). 
Pick a basis Y of F, let t be the twisting cochain (3.1.1), and let 
M(F) = A,@, RF be the corresponding differential graded commutative 
Hopf algebra (3.1.2); it is an acyclic multiplicative construction for RF. By 
construction, the obvious surjection M(F) = A,@, RF+ AF@z RQ 
induces an isomorphism M(F) ORI. R + A,Q, RQ; here and henceforth we 
do not distinguish in notation between the twisting cochain z: AF + RF and 
its composite with the obvious surjection RF + RQ, and we shall write 
(3.2.2) ACE;, Q, = M(F) 0.w R = A&, RQ; 
notice the latter inherits the structure of a differential graded commutative 
Hopf algebra and, moreover, may .be viewed as a multiplicative construc- 
tion for RQ (which is non-acyclic unless F= Q and p = Id). When no con- 
fusion can arise we shall write the typical generating elements of A(F, Q) 
intheform.r=1Ox,u=uO1,u.u=oOx,etc.,wherexERQ,UEIIF(L~not 
necessarily a generator of the kind u,,, y E Y). Likewise, pick a basis 2 of L, 
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let M(L) be the corresponding differential graded commutative Hopf 
algebra (3.1.2)-it is an acyclic multiplicative construction for RL-and let 
c(~ : M(L) -+ M(F) be a morphism of augmented differential graded algebras 
of the kind (3.1.9) which is a comparison map for ix. For example, given 
I E Z, pick elements L(z, ~7) E RF so that 
(3.2.3aj r-l= c (I!-l)/Z(z,y)ERF 
J’E r 
-notice this sum is finite-and let 
(3.2.3b) 
Tensoring clb with R over RL yields the morphism 
(3.2.4) V=V,:&=M(L+M(P)@~,R=A(F,Q) 
of augmented differential graded algebras, where M(L) refers to the corre- 
sponding reduced object (3.1.7) with L instead of F. By construction, ~1, is 
the exterior algebra on the set V, = (uz; z E Z> the elements of which are 
concentrated in degree 1; let U,= {tit; ZE Z} be the set I’/z, regraded by 
1, so that its elements are concentrated in degree 2-it may be identified 
with the suspension of V,, but we shall not need this-and let Tr = f [ U,] 
be the divided polynomial Hopf algebra on U,; cf. (1.1 j. With respect to 
the coalgebra structure underlying Tr, let 
(3.2.5) t:r,+A, 
be the twisting cochain which in degree two is given by t(u,) = -u, and 
which is zero in degrees other than two. It gives rise to the bundle 
(3.2.6) M(Q) = r,@, 4E Q) = r,O,(A,@,, RQh 
where A(F, Q) is viewed as an algebra over AL via V,. Notice that the dif- 
ferential on M(Q) depends on the choices of Y. and Z and, moreover, on 
a, but for simplicity we do not indicate this in the notation. We shall show 
in [27] that, up to isomorphism, the object M(Q) depends only on the 
isomorphism type of the extension (3.2.1). 
As above, we shall usually discard the tensor product symbol and write 
u=u@l, 1v = 1 @ U’, utl! = u@ bv, etc., where u E Tr. and I~‘E A(F, Q). 
Further, abusing notation, we shall occasionally denote the composite 
(3.2.5’) l++ A,3 A(F, Q, 
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by t as well. Notice that if clb is defined by (3.2.3b), with this abuse ofnota- 
tion we have 
(3.2.5”) t(uz) = - 1 U,“P(4& v,), ZEZ. 
J’E Y 
The following result may be found in Section 3 of Moore [36]: 
THEOREM 3.2.7. With the tensor product structure for the underlying 
algebra, M(Q) = I-,@, A(F: Q) is an acyclic augmented differential graded 
commutative algebra, whence it is an acyclic multiplicative construction for 
RQ. In particular, the chain complex which underlies M(Q) is a free resolu- 
tion of R in the category of RQ-modules. 
Inspection shows that the corresponding reduced object a(Q) = 
M(Q)@,, R may be written as the bundle 
with respect to the twisting cochain f, --!+ A, = H,(L) 2 H,(F) = A,, 
and that it inherits the structure of an augmented differential graded com- 
mutative algebra; it is manifest that M(Q) computes H,(Q) and H*(Q). 
This demonstrates the usefulness of our free resolution even for a finitely 
generated abelian group Q, since the presentation (3.2.1) is arbitrary, i.e., 
there is no need to rewrite Q as a direct product of cyclic groups first. 
Notice that the reduced object M(Q) is the base of the acyclic construc- 
tion M( Q j for RQ. We mention in passing that the unreduced object M(Q) 
can in general not be written as a bundle for a suitable coalgebra structure 
on M(Q) and a twisting cochain from the latter into RQ; cf. page 186 of 
Moore [36]. 
Proof of 3.2.7. We indicate it for the sake of completeness: Inspection 
shows that 
(3.2.9) ~(tOII&+Y]EOt)=tL(:rLOrL~AL, 
where as before p refers to the multiplication maps. This implies at once 
that the tensor product structure turns Tr 0, A, into a differential graded 
commutative algebra. Since V: A, -+ A(F, Q) of the kind (3.2.4) is com- 
patible with the algebra structures, we can as well conclude that M(Q) is 
a differential graded commutative algebra as asserted. 
It is just as easy to see that M(Q) is acyclic: The filtration of M(Q) by 
r,-degree leads to a spectral sequence (E’, d’), with (E’, d’) = r,@, A,, 
and the latter is manifestly acyclic, in fact, it is just the Koszul resolution 
of A,. Hence M(Q) is acyclic. u 
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Since as a chain complex in the category of R-modules the object M(Q) 
is free, the standard argument shows that it is in fact contractible. 
However, this does rzor exhibit a contracting homotopy. Until the end of 
the present subsection we shall construct such a homotopy by means of the 
perturbation theory in the previous section. An explicit formula will be 
given in (3.2.13a) below; it will be needed later in the paper. 
3.2.10. Construction of an extension of V to un augmented and coaugrnen- 
ted con traction 
(3,2.10a) 
Let sL and sF. be the contracting homotopies (3.1.5) for M(L) and M(F), 
respectively, and write the underlying RL-module of M(F) = A,@, RF in 
the form (A,@ RQ)@ RL, so that M(F) is now considered as a construc- 
tion for RL. Then the inductive formulas 
G(cx) = sL Gd(m), H(tlx)=s,(Id-a,G-Hd)(tlx), 
where u is a monomial in the generators of /i, and where x E Q, yield an 
RL-equivariant chain map G: M(F) -+ M(L j and an RL-equivariant chain 
homotopy H: Id 2: clb G (cf., e.g., page 267 of Mac Lane [30] ), and these 
pass to morphisms 
g: 46 Q, +/I,, h': A(& Q)-Ai& Q,, so that Dh’ = A(F. Q) - Vg. 
The morphism g is the desired retraction: Since there is also an RL- 
equivariant chain homotopy Gcx,, z Id and since A, has zero differential, 
gV = 0. To construct also a chain homotopy, we observe that A(& Q) may 
be written as a direct sum A(& Q) =V(n,)@ ker(g), and the restriction 
h” = 12’1 ker( g) of h’ to ker( g) is a contracting homotopy for the latter, i.e., 
it satisfies Dh” = ker(g); moreover, if (h”)(h”) is non-zero, as usual we 
may take (h”) d(h”) instead, and (h”) d(h”)(h”) d(W) is zero. Then the 
composite 
h: A(F, Q) + ker(gj a ker( g) + rl(F, Q j 
of (1~“) d(h”) with the obvious surjection and injection maps as indicated is 
the chain homotopy for the desired contraction. The verification of com- 
patibility with the augmentation and coaugmentation maps is left to the 
reader. 
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3.2.11. The rules 
g,=(Iy~@g)(Id+(tn)(T,@h)+(tn)(T,@h)(tn)(r,@h)+ . ..) 
(3.2.11a) 
h,=(r,@h)(Id+(tn)(T,Oh)+(tn)(T,@h)(rn)(T,@h)+ ... j 
(3.2.11b) 
yield a contraction 
(3.2.11~) 
that is natural in terms of the given data. In particular, Tr. @ V is compatible 
with the A,-module structures. 
This follows at once from (2.4) and (2.4.2). 
3.2.12. Extension of E and q to an algebra contraction 
(3.2.12a) 
( 
rLo,A &Rs L- YL' 
'1 1 
If L is cyclic, generated by z, a contracting homotopy sL is given by 
(3.2.12b) sL(lji(u,)) = 0, sL((Yi(“z)) vz) =Yi+ l(“z), i 2 0. 
If the rank of L is greater than one but still finite, let {zi,..., z,,> be a basis. 
Then an evident shuffling isomorphism identifies Tr. 0, A, with 
rrd o,,4hi 0 --. 0 rki o,~b,,i, 
where 
ui = u,,, vi = vz,, t,(u,) = -vi, 
and up to this shuffling isomorphism a contracting homotopy for Tr. 0, AL 
is given by 
here the term Id always refers to the identity morphism on the remaining 
part of the tensor product decomposition, and for 1 < i< n, the term si 
refers to the contracting homotopy for the corresponding factor in the 
tensor product decomposition. If Z is infinite, we choose a linear ordering 
“<” for Z and proceed in much the same way as with the construction of 
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the contracting homotopy for M(F) in the previous subsection. We leave 
the details to the reader. 
The above entails at once the following. 
THEOREM 3.2.13. The rule 
(3.2.13aj SQ = h, + (r,@v) ‘%.g, 
yields an algebra contraction 
(3.2.13b) M(Q) 
\ 
EXAMPLE 3.2.14. Suppose that F and L are free cyclic groups with 
generators y and z-, respectively, and that the morphism CL in (3.2.1) is given 
by a(z) =y’ so that Q is cyclic of order 1. Then a comparison map 
zb: M(L)=(A[tlz]@RL, d)+M(F)=(A[u,.]@RF, d) for a of the kind 
(3.1.9) is given by ab(rz)=o,;(l+y+ ... +.v-‘), and the resulting bundle 
(3.2.6) looks like M(Q) = r[u,] 0, (A[u,,] 0, RC,). In particular, its 
underlying chain complex is just the standard small free resolution (,3.0.3) 
of R in the category of (RC,)-modules, except that in (3.0.3) we wrote U, 
instead of the present uz. Furthermore, (3.2.10) yields a corresponding 
contraction (3.2.10a) which now looks like (A(F, C ) I gr$ A[v,], h), where 
g(J’j)=l,Odj<I, g( vy 4”) = 
{ 
0, if Odj<l- I, 
v,, if j=f- 1, 
h(l)=O, h(y’)=u,(l+y+ . . . +y’-‘),O<j<l, 
h(v,yi)=O,O~j-cl. 
Finally, the corresponding contracting homotopy (3.2.13a) for M(Q) is 
given by the formulas 
(3.2.15) 
s(yj(u:)) = 0, ib0, 
.s((yi(z4,j) yj)= (yj(uz) v,.)(l +J’+ ... +J+“), iaO,O<j<i, 
S((?llj(U,)) v,>yq = 0, iaO,O<j<l- 1, 
s((“)Ji(u=)) v~~‘-l)=yj+lu=, i 2 0. 
This contracting homotopy is precisely the one in XII.7 of Cartan and 
Eilenberg [ 71. 
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3.3. The Comparison Theorem 
A result of the following kind does not seem to be in the literature, not 
even in the finitely generated case: 
COMPARISON THEOREM 3.3.1. Let Q, and Qz be abelian groups, let 
(3.2.1(i) O-L& Fj+Qi-,O, i= 1,2, 
be free presentations, let M(Qr) and M(Q2) b e corresponding augmented d$- 
.ferential graded commutative algebras of the kind (3.2.6), and let x: Q1 --f Q2 
be a homomorphism. Then any lifting 
(3.3.la) 
“-d~‘II’qh -0 
O- L, -% Fz - Qz -0 
of x to a morphism of free presentations as indicated gives rise to a morphism 
(3.3.lb) ifb: M(Q,j -+ WQJ 
of bundles which is also compatible with the algebra structures. Explicit 
formulas for xb will be given in (3.3.3) and (3.3.8 j below. 
In the finitely generated case, the existence of a morphism 
M(Qr) -+ M(Q2) of augmented differential graded algebras which is a com- 
parison map for x seems to be folklore; cf. Avramov and Halperin [2]. 
However, our morphism xb works in the general case, and it also preserves 
the bundle structures; moreover, in the finitely generated case we offer an 
effective construction for xb. 
(3.3.2) For later reference we spell out a special case first: Suppose that 
Q, is free abelian, and let F, = Q, and L, = 0. Let tib : M(F, ) + M(FI) be 
a morphism of the kind (3.1.9), and let 
(3.3.3) 
be the composite of I+G~ with the obvious morphism as indicated. Then xb 
has the asserted properties. 
Remark 3.3.4. In the general case, the standard argument shows the 
existence of a comparison map for x which is a morphism of augmented 
differential graded RQ,-modules, but such a comparison map need not be 
compatible with the additional structure. 
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The key in the proof of (3.3.1) is given by (3.3.5 j below. To spell in out, 
we introduce some notation: For an (ungraded) R-module Y, we write 
o’(Y) for the graded R-module concentrated in degree 2 which is just Y 
except that its elements are regraded by 2. Furthermore, under the 
circumstances of (3.3.1), assume R = Z, and for i = 1, 2, write 
--vi: /i L, + A(F,, Qi) for the corresponding morphism (3.2.4), 
- t’: FL, + A, for the corresponding twisting cochain (3.2.5), so that an 
object M(Q,j of the kind (3.2.6) looks like r,O, A(Fj, Qi), 
--rc/# =&,QZ:AVt, Q~,=M(F,)QZL,Z~M(F~)QZL~Z=A(F~, Qz), 
-QIr:rL,+rL‘? for the morphism of graded Hopf algebras induced by 4. 
LEMMA 3.3.5. Under these circumstances so that, in particular, R=Z, 
choose a morphism 
17: (L,)2=oZ(Lt)+A(I;7, Q?) 
of degree zero sati?jjGng dk”=V2t2## -$+V’t’, e.g., let k”= -h2$.+Vlt’, 
where h2 belongs to an extension 0j.V’ to a contraction 
g2 
as in (3.2.10). Then the morphism k: rLI + A(Fz, Q,) of augmented graded 
algebras determined by k” is a homotopy 
(3.3.5a) k:V2t2& w+b,V’t’ 
qf twisting cochains. Explicitly, k is gitlen by the formula 
k(u,u,... zl,,)=E(zl,)~(u2)~... .k”(zl,), zfi E a*(L,), 1 < i < m, 
Qy,,(u)) = 0, for it > I) El E r&L,). 
To extend the statement of the lemma to arbitrary ground rings, we spell 
out the following, which is an immediate consequence of the lemma. 
ADDENDUM. Let R be an arbitrary commutatit’e ring with 1, denote the 
morphisms Vi, t’, $ # , 4 # , and the homotopJ) (3.3.4a) of twisting cochains 
occurring in (3.3.5) by respectivelql Vi,, ti, $“,, &“,, k,, and let 
Vi=ViZOZR,ti=tizQzR,*#=~2#OzR,~#=~ZxOzR, k=k=&R. 
Then k is a homotopy 
(3.3.5b) k: V=t’4# z. $, VLt’ 
of twisting cochains otler R. 
Proof of (3.3.5). Since the underlying algebra of A(F2, Q2) may be 
viewed as an exterior algebra in the category of RQ,-modules, k is well 
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defined. Moreover, since the composite g’@. V’ : AL1 + Arz arises from a 
comparison map for 4, it coincides with the induced morphism 
4, : AL, + AL29 and it is clear that d# t’ = t2qS#. Hence 
dh2&J1t’ = (Dh*)++V’t’=$J’t’-V2g2 $-#V’t’ 
=&pt’-vV’q5#t 
=$#V1t~-v*t2&/ as asserted. 
In order to verify that k is a homotopy of twisting cochains, we write 
t’=$.V’t’ and z”=V”t’#. for simplicity. Now when L, is free cyclic, 
k=iT+q&, and 
However? since squares of elements of A(F,, Q2) of strictly positive degree 
are zero, the morphism k’ u 1: r,, -+ A(F2, Qz) is zero, and hence so is 
Since R = 2 we can conclude that (&) uit is zero. Hence 
Dk = dk = 2’ u k-k u TV, i.e., k is a homotopy t2 z t1 of twisting cochains. 
When L, is finitely generated of rank m, we can write it out as a direct 
product L, = C” of m free cyclic groups C. Accordingly rl may be written 
r, = pn, where r is the divided polynomial Hopf algebra on a single 
generator of degree 2. Clearly, for each i, 19 i < m, and for j= 1,2, the 
morphism 
9j=~j(rl~(‘-‘)Or0~1O(~-~‘~: I-+r,, --) A(F,, Q2) 
is a twisting cochain, and so is the morphism 
r~=r’(r0(‘-‘)0$j’Oy0’“-“): r,, + (A(F,, Q2)j@“. 
Inspection shows that the twisting cochain 51 may be written as the 
composite 
rL, ---- ‘:+“+ ... +” (A(F,, Q2))6mU[lfl_* A(Z;,, Q2), 
where p(m) is some iterate of the multiplication map. Furthermore, as a 
morphism of graded coalgebras, 4 # : rL, + JILz is determined by 4 by the 
requirement that the diagram 
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is commutative, where p, and p2 are the obvious projection maps and 
where the symbol C’ stands for the symmetric coalgebra. Consequently, 
since the twisting cochain t’ factors through p2, the twisting cochain z’ 
may as well be written as the composite 
rL.l 
r?+i+ ‘.. +t (A(F*, Q2))Q’” P’ 
- ACP-;, Q2). 
In view of what was said for the free cyclic case, for each i, 1 < i < nz, the 
morphism 
is a homotopy 9; z 8: of twisting cochains. Hence the morphism 
k,@kz@ ... Ok,,: I--‘-+ (A(F,, Q2))Qm 
is a homotopy rf + r: + . . . + ri II T: + T: + . . . + ~11, of twisting cochains. 
Since A(F2, Q,) is commutative in the graded sense, ptrn) is a morphism of 
augmented differential graded algebras. Inspection shows that 
k =,u’“‘(k, @ kZ@ ... Ok,,): Tr., = r@“’ -+ A(F,, Q2). 
Hence k is a homotopy r2 2: r1 of twisting cochains as asserted. 
The above argument provides a proof in the general case, too. For if we 
want to verify the rule Dk = dk =? u k - k w  ri on a specific element of 
rL,, this element already lies in some finitely generated subcoalgebra of the 
kind considered before, whence the assertion. 1 
In view of (1.4) and the Addendum to (3.35) we can now spell out the 
following. 
COROLLARY 3.3.6. Under the circumstances qf the Addendum of (3.3.5), 
the morphism 
kn: l-&O @#V’Z’ A(F,, &I + rL, Qvwp, A(F,, Q,, 
of bundles is compatible with the tensor product algebra structures. 
ProoJ With A = A(F,, Q2), the morphism kn is the composite 
r,,m 5 r,,cgr,,aA rqQkQ4 + r,,QAQA = I-,:@A. 
Each of these three morphisms is compatible with the appropriate algebra 
structures. 1 
Virtually the same argument yields the following. 
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COROLLARY 3.3.7. Under the circumstances of the Addendum of (3.3.5), 
the composite morphism 
(3.3.8) 
oj- bundles is also a morphism of augmented differential graded algebras 
over R. 
Since under the circumstances of (3.3.1), the data given there give rise to 
data of the kind used in (3.3.5) and its Addendum, the proof of Theorem 
3.3.1 is now complete: The morphism (3.3.8) may be taken as 
xi,:M(Q~j-MiQd 
3.4. The Diagorlal Map 
Let Q be an arbitrary abelian group, let 0 -+ L 5 F 5 Q --* 0 be a free 
presentation for it of the kind (3.2.1), pick bases Z and Y for L and F, 
respectively, and let M(Q) = r, 0, A(F, Q) be an augmented differential 
graded algebra for Q of the kind (3.2.6). In this subsection we apply the 
results of the previous subsection to x = d: Q, = Q --f Q x Q = Q2. It is clear 
that with the obvious free presentation, bases, etc., the object 
M(QxQ,=(r,QrdQ taq~+vmtME Q)O&F, Q)) 
is a multiplicative construction for R(Q x Q) of the kind (3.2.6). Further- 
more, an evident shuffling morphism yields an isomorphism M(Q x Q) -% 
M(Q) 0 M(Q) of augmented differential graded algebras. In view of (3.1.2), 
after a basis Y for F has been chosen, the formula 
(3.4.1) A(x)=x@x,x~Q, A(v,)=v,~Qp(y)+ lQV,2,YE r, 
turns the object A(F, Q) of the kind (3.2.2) into a graded commutative 
Hopf algebra. Notice that this implies in particular that, if we write 
E(Z) - 1 = EYE & - 1) n(z, v) E RF, ZE Z (cf. (3.2.3a), and accordingly take 
t(uz) = L’,, y o,,p(A(z, -Y)) (cf. (3.2.5”)), we get 
(3.4.2) &t(d) = c (vyOP(Y) + 1 ov,J(APw> v))). 
J’E Y 
Now (3.3.1) and (3.3.5) entail at once the following. 
THEOREM 3.43. Let 
(3.4.3a) k: (t Q Y]E + t/~ @ t) A N At 
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be a corresponding homotopy of twisting cochains of the kind (3.3.5b) so 
that, in particular, 
dk(u,) = A(t(u,)) - (t(uz) 0 1+ 10 tiu=)) E 46 Q,Q 4E Q) 
and, with I-= rL and A = A(F, Q), let 
(3.4.3b) 
Then A is a comparison map for A: Q + Q x Q; furthermore, it turns M(Q) 
into an augmented differential graded commutative algebra with diagonal. 
EXAMPLE 3.4.4. In the situation of (3.2.14), inspection shows that a 
homotopy k: (t 0 yes -t VE 0 t) A z AVt of the kind (3.4.3a) is given by 
(3.4.4a) 
and that the resulting diagonal map given by (3.4.3b) coincides with the 
one in XII.7 of Cartan and Eilenberg [7] and reproduced in (3.0.4) above. 
4. FREE RESOLUTIONS FOR NILPOTENT GROUPS OF CLASS 2 
We now have the machinery in place to construct a small free resolution 
for an arbitrary nilpotent group of class 2. Before we actually carry out our 
construction, we explain briefly its geometric analogue. 
It is well known that a group extension 1 + N-+ G -+ Q + 1 may be 
realized geometrically by means of a libre bundle with spaces BQ and BN 
as base and libre, respectively. The total space of the classifying bundle for 
G then appears as the total space of a tibre bundle EN x N G -+ EG -+ BQ. 
When the extension is central, in an appropriate setting such as, e.g., the 
simplicial context, the fibre EN x ,,, G may be realized as a group, e.g., a 
simplicial group, which fits into a group extension of the kind 
l+G+ENx,G+K(N,l)+l. 
Notice the obvious projection EN x,G -+ Q is a homotopy equivalence. 
For the special case where Q is abelian, we shall mimic this algebraically. 
4.1. Central Extensions and Algebra Contractions 
Let 
(4.1.1) O-+N+GLQ-1 
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be a central extension, let M(N) be an augmented differential graded com- 
mutative algebra which is an acyclic multiplicative construction for RN, 
and let s be a contracting homotopy of M(N) of square zero. For example, 
we may take the corresponding object (3.1.2) or (3.2.6) and the contracting 
homotopy (3.1.5) or (3.2.13a), respectively, according as N is or is not free 
abelian. Inspection shows that the tensor product structure turns 
M(N) OR,,, RG into an augmented differential graded algebra. 
PROPOSITION 4.1.2. Let 6: Q + G be a section of the under~%zg sets with 
o( 1) = 1. Then the rules 
(4.1.2aj V(q) = 10 dqj, .fofor qE Q, 
(4.1.2b) h(a@g)=s(ag(ang)-‘)@(ong), .fofor UEMW),~EG, 
(4.1.2~) E(Q Qg) = E(Q), for a E M(N), g E G, 
yield an augmented and coaugmented algebra contraction 
(4.1.3) M(N) @R,V RG F RQ, h 
that is natural in terms of the given data. Moreover, if M(N) is an augmented 
differential graded algebra with diagonal, the tensor product structure yields 
such a structure on M(N)ORN RG, and E@ Rn is compatible with the 
diagonal maps. 
Examples for (4.1.2a) and (4.1.2bj will be given in (6.1.1) and (6.1.2), 
respectively, of our second paper [23]. 
4.2. A Special Case 
Under the circumstances of (4.1), we now choose a free abelian group F 
together with an epimorphism p: F + Q; here the case where Q itself is free 
abelian is not excluded, and we shall then take F = Q and p = Id. As in 
(3.2), pick a basis Y for F, let A(F, Q) = A,@, RQ be the corresponding 
twisted object (3.2.2), and let 
(4.2.1) (: AF+ M(N)Q.,,, RG 
be a twisting cochain so that 
(4.2.2) (&@RK)~=T, 
where T refers to the twisting cochain (3.1.1); in view of (4.1.2), an explicit 
construction for < is provided by (2.11); see (6.2) and (7.1.3) of our second 
paper [23]. Further, write 
(4.2.3) M, = A,Q;(M(N) Qm, RG), 
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and extend the obvious surjection /if@ E@ Rrr to an augmented and 
coaugmented (M(N) 0 RN RG)-module contraction 
(4.2.4) 
Explicit constructions for V, and 11~ are provided by (2.14). 
It is clear that M, is a construction for RG with base i& = MGORG R; 
it may also be viewed as a construction for M(N) OR,,, RG with base 
M(F)=A,, and the latter may be identified with the base of the object 
A(F, Q) of the kind (3.2.2), viewed as a construction. In particular, if Q is 
free abelian, if F=Q, and ifp=Id, we have A(F, Q)=M(F), where M(F) 
refers to the corresponding object (3.1.2), and the latter is acyclic, in fact 
contractible, whence so is M,. We shall then write 
(42.3’) M(G) = M, = A,05 WW)O,,v RG), 
and the above augmented and coaugmented (M(N) @RN RG)-module 
contraction (4.2.4) then looks like 
(4.2.4’) M(G) + M(F), 12, 
j 
. 
Hence: 
THEOREM 4.2.5. Let G be a nilpotent group of class 2: and assume that 
it fits into a central extension (4.1.1) with Q free abelian. Then the chain 
complex which underlies the bundle M(G) = A,@&M(N) ORN RG) is a free 
resolution of R in the category of right RG-modules. In fact, if sF is a 
contracting homotopy of M(F) of square zero, e.g.: of the kind (3.1.5), then 
(4.2.5a) s,=h5+vssFg 
is such a contracting homotopy for M(G). 
The significance of this theorem is that by means of the perturbation 
theory in Section 2 the morphisms c, Vg, and sG can be made explicit. 
Moreover, when F is finitely generated, the actual computation of 5 and 
hence that of the twisted differential is a finite problem. We shall illustrate 
this in Sections 6 and 7 of our second paper [23]. 
Under the circumstances of (4.2.5) we shall henceforth write 
(4.2.6) R(G)=M(G)ORG R=A&,, R(N), 
where p: M(N)@,, RG -+ M(N) is the obvious projection map, and we 
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shall refer to R(G) as the corresponding reduced object. Then M(G) is a 
construction for RG with base Ii%(G). 
Remark 4.2.7. It is clear that M(G) may also be viewed as a construc- 
tion for M(N)@., RG with base M(F) = dF, and the latter may be 
identified with the base (3.1.7) of (3.1.2), viewed as a construction. 
4.3. General Nilpotent Groups of Class 2 
Under the circumstances of (4.1), we now suppose that Q is an arbitrary 
abelian group. As in the previous subsection, we pick a free group F and 
an epimorphism p: F-+ Q and extend the given central extension to a 
commutative diagram 
0 0 
I I 
Id 
L-L 
(4.3.1) 
I I 
a 
O-N-G,-F-1 
I I P 
O-N-G-Q-1 
I I 
1 1 
of central extensions as indicated, where the right-hand column is a free 
presentation of Q as an abelian group of the kind (3.2.1); in particular, 
when Q is free abelian, we may take F= Q and L = 0, and by virtue of 
(4.2.5) the construction of a free resolution is then already complete. In the 
general case, the group G, is the pull back group GF= G xQ F, and by 
(4.2.5) the chain complex which underlies the corresponding object (4.2.3’) 
is a small free resolution for G,. The resulting central extension 
(4.3.2) O+N+G,+G+l 
may be realized geometrically as a fibre bundle with base a space K(L, 2), 
and the total space EG of the classifying bundle for G then appears as the 
total space of a fibre bundle EG,/L + EG -P K(L, 2). As in (3.2), we shall 
mimic this algebraically and construct a twisted object with Tr as base and 
the construction (4.2.3) for RG (which is not acyclic unless F= Q and 
L = 0) as fibre; the underlying chain complex will then be a free resolution 
of R in the category of right RG-modules. 
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We return to the situation of (4.2) and remind the reader that there an 
augmented and coaugmented (M(N) QR,v RG)-module contraction 
(4.2.4) 
have been given. Now an application of (2.9) to this contraction yields the 
augmented algebra contraction 
(4.3.3) endbliNIORK RCWG) + endR,(A(F, Q,), h, , > 
where A(F, Q) = A,@,, RQ is the corresponding object (3.2.2); notice that 
V, does in general not preserve units, i.e., this contraction is not coaugmen- 
ted, but if necessary the construction can be modified as in (2.10). For 
intelligibility we recall that end-(-) refers to the differential graded sub- 
algebra of the full endomorphism algebra End-(-) which has no non-zero 
elements in negative degrees and which in degree zero consists of the equiv- 
ariant chain maps only; furthermore, the rule o H EWE yields an augmenta- 
tion map for End-(-) and end-(-). 
As in (3.2), pick a basis Z of L, let V = V,: AL + A(F, Q) be the 
morphism (3.2.4), and, viewing Tr as a coalgebra, let 1: rL -+ AL be the 
twisting cochain (3.2.5) which in degree two is given by t(u;)= -v, and 
which is zero in degrees other than two. Further, let M(Q) = r,@, A(F, Q) 
be the corresponding acyclic multiplicative construction (3.2.6) for RQ, 
where A(F, Q) is viewed as an algebra over Al: via V. It is manifest that 
this structure actually determines an embedding 
(4.3.4) z: A, -+ endRa(A(F, Q)) 
of augmented differential graded algebras. Hence the composite 
zt: J’L -+ end&A(F, Q)) is a twisting cochain. Let 
(4.3.5) 
be a twisting cochain so that 
(4.3.6) g,9 = zt: Tr -+ endRe(AFOTF RQ); 
an explicit construction for 9 is provided by (2.1 I); examples will be given 
in (8.3.1), (8.9.1), and (8.10.1) of our second paper [23]. This twisting 
cochain gives rise to the twisted tensor product 
(4.3.7) M(G)=r,-Q, MG=I’,Q,g (‘4F05 (M(NQR.\rRG)). 
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Finally, extend the surjection g = Tr 0 A,@ E @ Rrc to an augmented and 
coaugmented (M(N) OR,,, RG)-module contraction 
(4.3.8) 
( 
M(G) c+ M(Q), hs ; 
> 
explicit constructions for V, and h, are provided by (2.14). Since M(Q) is 
acyclic so is M(G). Hence: 
THEOREM 4.3.9. Let G be an arbitrary nilpotent group of cclass 2, and let 
(4.1.1) be a corresponding central extension with abelian factor group Q. 
Then the chain complex which underlies the bundle M(G) = 
TLo9 (AFoe (M(NIRN RG)) is a free resolution of R in the category of 
right RG-modules. In fact, if se is a contracting homotop.v of M(Q) of square 
zero of the kind (3.2.13a), then 
(4.3.9a) SG = h, + v&g 
is such a contracting homotopy for M(G). 
Under the circumstances of (4.3.9) we shall henceforth write 
(4.3.10) M(G) = M(G) ORG R = T, a9 (/iFOpT R(N)) = r, o8 n(GF), 
where as in (4.2.6) the morphism p: M(N) ORA, RG -+ M(N) is the obvious 
projection map, and we shall refer to M(G) as the corresponding reduced 
object; here the algebra end,C,v,o,,RG(MG) acts on AFOpr M(N)= 
MGORG R in the obvious way. Then M(G) is a construction for RG with 
base M(G), and the latter computes the homology and cohomology of G. 
Remark 4.3.11. It is clear that M(G) may also be viewed as a con- 
struction for M(N) ORN RG with base an object M(Q) = (rL @;x,tAF, d) of 
the kind (3.2.8) which computes the homology and cohomology of the 
quotient group Q. 
Remark 4.3.12. The reader will note that in order to see that the chain 
complex which underlies M(G) is a free resolution of R, it suffices to verify 
that 5 and 9 are twisting cochains having the properties (4.2.2) or (4.3.6) 
as appropriate, no matter how these twisting cochains have been obtained. 
On the other hand, the significance of the perturbation theory developped 
in Section 2 is that it exhibits solutions s’ and 9 of the “differential equa- 
tions” 0:” = t u 5 and D9 = 9 u 9 “in the unknowns” 5 and 9, respectively, 
subject to the constraints (4.2.2) or (4.3.6) as appropriate, which may be 
viewed as “boundary conditions.” Furthermore, our perturbation theory 
yields explicit constructions for the morphisms occurring in (4.2.4’), 
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(4.2.5a), (4.3.3 j, (4.3.8), and (4.3.9a). We shall illustrate this in Section 8 of 
our second paper [23]. 
4.4. The Comparison Theorem 
In this subsection we investigate the behaviour of the objects (4.2.3’) and 
(4.3.7) with respect to homomorphisms. While it is straightforward to con- 
struct comparison maps by means of the explicit contracting homotopies 
(4.2.5a) and (4.3.9a), for a morphism of central extensions there is a more 
economical way to do so. 
Suppose the following data are given: 
- a commutative diagram 
O-N,- G,----+ Ql--+O I 
(4.4.1) I P x 
1 I I 
0- N2-G2-Q2-0 
of central extensions, where Qr and Q2 are abeiian groups, 
- corresponding constructions M(Qr ) and M( Q2) for RQr and RQZ of 
the kind (3.1.2) or (3.2.6) according as Q, and/or Qz is free abelian or an 
arbitrary abelian group, 
-a comparison map x0: M(Qr) + M(Q2) for x, e.g., a morphism of 
augmented differential graded algebras of the kind (3.1.9) or (3.3.lb) accor- 
ding as Q1 is or is not free abehan (although compatibility of xb with the 
algebra structures will not be needed below), 
-acyclic multiplicative constructions M(N,) and M(N,) for RN, and 
RN,, respectively, e.g., of the kind (3.1.2) or (3.2.6), according as N, 
and/or NZ is or is not free abelian, 
- a morphism A, : M( N,) --f M( N2) of augmented differential graded 
algebras which is a comparison map for I,, e.g., one of the kind (3.1.9) or 
(3.3.lb) according as N, is or is not free abelian, 
-corresponding constructions M(G,) and M(G,) for M(N,)ORN, RG, 
and M(N,)@.,v2 RG, of the kind (4.2.3’) or (4.3.7) according as Qr and/or 
Q2 is or is not free abelian, together with the obvious M(N,)ORN, RG,- 
and M(N,) BRNZ RGz-equivariant surjections g, : M(G,) -+ M( Q r j and 
g,: M(G,) -+ M(QA 
-an extension of g, to an augmented and coaugmented 
MN,) 0.w2 RG,-module contraction 
of the kind (4.2.4’) or (4.3.8) according as Qi is or is not free abelian. 
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We then turn the contraction (4.4.2) into an M(N,)@,,, RG,-module 
contraction by means of the morphism 
(4.4.3) (Lb ORp): M(N,jO,,, RG, + M(N2)0jw2 RG2 
of augmented differential graded algebras. We remind the reader that 
M “( Q, ) refers to the graded module which underlies the base &l( Q1) of 
the kind (3.1.7) or (3.2.8) of the corresponding object M(Ql j of the kind 
(3.1.2) or (3.2.6), according as Q1 is or is not free abelian. The object 
M(QI) is as well the base of the object M(G,), viewed as a construction for 
M(N1)@,,, RGI, where M(G,) is an object of the kind (4.2.3’) or (4.3.7) 
according as Q, is or is not free abelian; cf. (4.2.7) and (4.3.11) above. 
Hence Proposition 2.5 entails at once the following. 
COMPARISON THEOREM 4.4.4. In the above situation, the inductive rule 
(4.4.4a) pb(a) = V2xb(aj + h2 pb(da), aEM#(Q,), 
where “inductive” refers to induction on M # ( Q1)-degree, yields an 
WW~)Om, RG,)-equiuariant chain map pb : M(G,) --, M(G,), and hence a 
comparison map for p, so that 
Xbgl =g2Pb’ M(G,j --, M(Q2). 
4.5. The Diagonal Map 
For the sake of illustration and for later reference, we now employ 
(4.4.4) to construct a diagonal map. 
Under the circumstances of (4.1), suppose that Q is an arbitrary abelian 
group and let (M(G)GM(Q), h) b e an augmented and coaugmented 
(M(N) ORN RG)-module contraction of the kind (4.2.4’) or (4.3.8) according 
as Q is or is not free abelian. Write 
(4.5.1) H=k@M(G)+Vg@k; 
then, with the obvious actions, 
(4.5.2) WWW%=M(Q)OM(Q), H vov > 
is an augmented and coaugmented ((M(N)@,, RG)@ (M(N)@,, RG))- 
module contraction. It is clear that by means of the evident shuflling 
isomorphisms the objects 
M(G)@ M(G), M(Q)@ M(Q), (~(N)O,t,RG)OWW)O., RG) 
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can be identified with objects of the kind 
M(G x GL WC? x Q,, WNx VO.~.v.,vj R(G x G), 
respectively. 
Next we recall the diagonal map A, for M(Q) given by (3.1.3j or 
(3.4.3b) according as Q is or is not free abelian. Furthermore, assume that 
M(N) is an augmented differential graded algebra with diagonal. For 
example, let M(N) be an object of the kind (3.1.2) or (3.2.6), with diagonal 
map (3.1.3) or (3.4.3b) and contracting homotopy (3.15) or (3.2.13a), 
according as N is or is not free abelian. Let ii be the tensor product 
diagonal map on M(N)ORN RG; as indicated in (4.1.2), this diagonal map 
then turns the latter into an augmented differential graded algebra with 
diagonal map. Theorem 4.4.4 now entails at once the following. 
THEOREM 4.5.3. Under the present circumstances, the inductive rule 
(4.5.3a) A,(a) = (VOV) &(a) + HA&da), aEM*( 
where “inductive” refers to induction on M “(Q, )-degree, yields an 
(M(N)@.,RG)-equiuariant chain map d,: M(G)+M(G)@M(G), aEd 
hence a comparison map for A, so that 
We shall illustrate (4.5.3a) in (7.2.2) of our second paper [23]. 
Remark 4.6. The disadvantage of the construction of the morphism 
(4.4.4a) is that, when Q, is not free abelian, the structure of M(G,) as a 
twisted object of the kind rr OS, M,, is not taken into account. A con- 
struction which takes this structure into account will be given in [27]. A 
consequence of this will be that an object M(G) of the kind (4.3.7) is 
uniquely determined up to isomorphism in the appropriate sense by M(N) 
and the free presentation (3.2.1) and that it does not depend on a specific 
choice of the corresponding twisting cochains < and 9. Details will be given 
in 1271, too. 
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